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.at 800-424-934J>. (toll free) or 202-382- ' (e)(l), and (g)(5).) The Department of .
, 3600 (local). :.":' .,: ., '.;: .' Energy (DOE) has chosen to comply"

"', ,Specifill'questlons about theissu~s,withthe land 'disposal restrictions for
discussed in this notice should be .'" ,certain,transuranic (TRUlwastesto be
directed to Mahhew Hale, Office of shipped for testing and,experimentation

Conditional No-Mlgratron Solid Waste (08-341), U.S.' " :at itsWaste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Determination for the Department of Environmental Protection Agency. 401 M ' by pursuing the second option.,Today~s
Energy Waste Isolation Pllo~ Plan~ Street aw, W~shington, DC 20460, at' , ' notice approves" with conditions, DOE's
(WIPP) • 202-382-47:46. • " 'petition ~or the WIPP site.
AGENCY: Environmental Protection SUPPLEMENTA~YINFORM~TION: ' EPA .first promulgated standards and
As ' , "procedures for review of no-migrationency. , Prea~ble Outline ' d GFR .

, ACTION: Notice of final no-migration ',' petitions un er 40" 268.6 10 '

determination. I. Background l • , ' November 1986. These regulations. '
A. RCRA Lanq Disposal Restrictions :which apply to land disposal units other "

SUMMARY: In response to a'petition from B. Regulatory Status of Mixed Waste' ',than undergrouriclinjection wells, codify
th C. WIPP Project ' " ' f'

the Department of Energy (DOE), e D. Regulatory Status of the WIP~ , the statutory standard- or no-migratiOn
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) II. DO'E Petition ilnd EPA Proposed ' :fiiu;Ungs, specify the information
is today making a determination of no Determination" required in no-migration petitio~s, and
migration for placement of hazardol!-s III. Summary of f:PA Determination " ,establish'EPA'.s procedures for' .

, waste at DOE's Waste Isolation Pilot IV. Discussion or EPA Determlnatiop: ,~nd , "approving or denying petitions .'
Plant (WIPP), located near Carlsbad, Conditions of Determination ";," (November 7, 1986, 51 FR40572). EPA
New Mexico. Today's determination A. No-Migration Finding /-' ' :. ,amended these regulations on August

h J3. Conditions ~f Detel'lllination , , ' , d f himposes several conditions on sue' 1, Limitation to Testing and .:.~ ..17,1988 (53 FR 31138) to adurt er
placement and is for a maximum of ten Experiment~tion . procedural requirements and
years. As a result of this determination, 2. Limitation on Volume standards;l,EPA is now developing
DOE may place a limited amount of 3. Waste Retrieval , additional no-migration standards to
untreated hazardous waste subject to 4. Waste Retrievability : "clarify or'expand on' certain parts 'Of the '
the land disposal restrictions of fue 5: Carbon Ad~orption Device " .current regulations. The Agency expects
Resource Conservation and Recovery 6. Air MonitOl,ngPlan :, '•.to propose these standards- in the near
Act (RCRA) in the WIPP for the . 7. Waste Analysis futUl'.e. In conjunction with, this pr0I>0sal,

d i ti 8:Reporting Requirements d dr fpurposes of lesting an exper menta on. V. Discussion'o~ Major Issues EPA has also develope ' a t no- "
DOE submitted a petition to EPA for a A.DAoppro.priat,en,e"ssof,....ExemPt.ion,"~,or'", ,migration'guidance, a copyofwhicl) is
no-migration determination iIi March E available in the docketfor' this '
1989: EPA proposed to grant the petition B. Timing of EPA Decision ' rulemakirig.. ,
in April 1990. After a careful review of C. Scope of Determination . . To date, EPA'has received 31 no- .
public comments on the proposal, EPA D. EPA Oversight over the Test Phase :niigration petitions submitted in
has concluded that DOE has E. Site Suitab~lity . , accordance with 40 CFR 268.6. Today~s
demonstrated, to a reasonable .degreepi F. tgonditipnal DeJePIiination , ,'n'atice. wh.ich. addresses disposal Of.
' tit th t h d titu fits C'-Definition hf No Migration ,.cer any, a azar ous cons e t'f 'd 'ml'xed r'adl'oactiveand hazardous w.aste

1'-.. th WIPP di I ., lJ· Definition q 'Un~t'}3i:l111~ ary
will not migrate uvm e . sposa , I..Wa,*, Cnaracteri~ation in a mined 'sillt bed, is the Agency's first'
unit durlng the tellting period prop9sed· '.' J. Retrievability , ,,'''decision on.any of these petitions under
by DOB, and that DOE has otherwise , K. Human Intrusion ",§ 268.6. The other'§ 268;6 petitions, " .'
met the requirements of~ CFR 268.6 for 0" .VI. Conditionl!-ofNo-M"igration, . which primarily address land treatment
the WIPP. The approved petition·, ' DeterminatJon ". ',',:' operati<)Ds;'are currently under A?ency
requires DOE to remove the hazardoulJ i B ck' d . 'revieW. In addition. EPA has received"
wastes from the underground repository' '." a .. groun· .' : ..., approximately 65 no~migratioIl petitions
if it cannot demonstrate the long-term , A. ReRA Land pIsposaJ.Restnct~ons .'; fOl'uriderground injection wells under 40
acceptability of the disposal site by the . The Hazarqous and Solid Wast~ ,:', ,'~,,' CFR part 148. Of these, 30 have been ..
end of the test period. Amendments ~(HSWAlof1984;whu::lt .' 'approved, 26' are still under review. and.'
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 14. 1990. amend th~ Re!3:0urce Conservation and, ' ',a number of others have' been .
ADDRESSES: The public docket for this Recovery Act (RCRA), imposed . ,,: .,withdrawn.
determination is available for public substantial mlw reqairementsonthe ' •. ,
inspection in RoomM2421, U.S" land disposal ,of hazardous waste. In' ',: ,n. Regulatqry Status ofMIxed Wastes
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M particular, the amendments prohi~it;theTh;{hazardouswa'stesthat are subject
Street SW,Washington, DC, 20460, continued lan:d disposal of hazardous. " .to loday's notice are "inixed wastes."
Monday furough Friday, excluding wastes. unles/! either (1) the wastes. meet ' 'Mixed\vastes are defined as a mixture·
Federlll holidays. Members o(.fue publiq, ,treatment standards specified by EPA, of hazardous wastes regulated under :
may make an appointment:to review ' , or (2) the Administrator determines that . Subtitle C of RCRA and radioactive
docket materials by calling (202) ~75- the prohibition is not required in order. wastes'regulated under the' Atomic
9327. Copies of docket materials may be to p~otect hum~ health and·the. . ;;, Energy Act (AEA). Because sectio~ 10?4
made at no cost, with a maximum of 100 enVIronment. :Thls latter determmatIon' ofRCRA excludes "source," "speCial
pages of material from any one ' must be bas~ on a demonstr!t!0n b~, . nudear," and "byproduct materials," as
regulatory docket. Additional copies,are, the owner/operator of the faClbty ." defined under the Atomic Energy Act, .
$0.15 per page. receiving' the waste "that there,will be . <.; .'

fOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: no migrati?n pf hazari:lou~'~on~tituents... , , ,6~ JUly 26, 1988. EPA !!lsC! pl.~~\Uigaled" .'
General queations about the regulatory from the dlsppsal unit or Injection. ~OP.e'"' 's'taDdards under 40 CFR parI 146 for no-migration
requirements under RCRA should be as long as thE! wastes remain " . " .' : delennlnatlons for underground injection wells (53
directed to the RCRA/Superfund Hotline hazardous," (RCRA sections aOO4(dH1);, FR 28122).
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earth's surface. Over an approximately
five-year period, DOE plans to tesland
evaluate the behavior of the waste in
the repository, as well as the
characteristics of the surrounding
formation, to determine the site's
acceptability for the long-term disposal
of radioa.ctive waste. Today's no
migration determination requires DOE
to remove the waste from the repository
if the site proves to be un~cceptablefor
long-term disposal. ,

()ver the long-term, the WIPP
repository has been designed as a
permanent qisposal site for tran!luranic
(TRU) radioactive wastes resulting from

, . nuclear weapons production at ten DOE
sites around the euuntry.3 TRV wastes
are defined as wastes contaminated
with alpha-emitting radidnudides with
an 'atomic number greater than 92 (that
is, heavier than uranium) in '
concentrations of greater than 100
nanocuries per gram of waste. In
addition, TRU wastes by definition have

, half-lives of more than twenty years,
although the actual half-lives of
radionuclides in wa:ste to be placed in
the WIPP are often hundreds or
thousands of.years. The TRU wastes
targeted for the WIPP 'consist of a
variety of materials; including tools,
equipment, protective clothing, rags,
graphite, glass, and other material
contaminated during the production and
reprocessing of plutonium; contaminated
organic and inorganic sludges;
contaminated process and laboratory
wastes; and contaminated items from '
decontamina tion and decommissioning
activities at DOE facilities. As TRU
wastes, these wastes are distinguished
from high-level radioactive waste, such
as used reactor fuel, and low-level
radioactive waste. Other disposal
strategies are being developed for high
level and low-level radioactive wastes.

The land in the area of the WIPP is
owned by the'Federal government and
administered by the Bureau of Land
Management. The four-mile by four-mile
plot of land overlying the repository has
been temporarily withdrawn fro~public
use by the Department,ofInterior; it is "
now under the control of DOE. Before
DOE can bring waste to the site,
however, either Congress or the
Department of Interior must take new

from the definition of RCRA "solid
waste," there has been some confusion
in the past as to the scope of EPA's
authority over mixed waste under
RCRA. EPA clarified this question in a
Federal Register notice on July 3, 1986.

EPA's clarification stated that the'
section 1004 exclusion applies only to
the radioactive portion of mixed waste,
not to the hazardous constituents. 
Therefore, a mixture of "source,"

- "special nuclear," or "byproduct
materials" and a RCRA hazardous
waste must be managed as a hazardous
waste, subject to the requirements of
RCRA subtitle C (that is, RCRA '
standards for the management of
hazardous waste). EPA's oversight
ullder RCRA, however, extends only to
the hazardous waste components of the
mixed waste, not to the source, special
nuclear, or byproduct materials
themselves. The exempted radionuclides
are instead addressed under the AEA.2
DOE subsequently confirmed and
cliuified this interpretation in,the
Federal Register on May 1, 1987.
Sections I.D and V.A of this notice'
further discusses the relationship
between the,AEA,standards and the no-,
migration finding. '

EPA's July 3, 1986 interpretation went
into effectimmediately in states not
authorized to administer the RCRA '
hazardous waste program-that is, in '
the ten states and territories where EPA
directly regulates hazardous waste
under the F~deral RCRA regulations. At
the same time, the July 3,1986 notice
informed authorized states that they
were required to apply for and receive
authorization from EPA to regulate

, mixed waste under RCRA. To date
twenty-three states and territories'
(including New Mexico, where the WIPP
is located) have obtained authorityto
regulate mixed wast,e under the state ,
RCRA hazardous waste programs. Thus,
mixed wastes are currently regulated as
hazardous under Federal RCRA '
requirements in thirty-three states and
territories. ' ,

C. WlPP Project '

Today's notice' addresses mixed
waste that DOE,intends to ship for "
testing and experimentation to the WIPP
site near Carlsbad, New Mexico, during
a preliminary test phase. At the site, the '
waste will be placed in a mi~ed

underground repositorY, located in a,salt
bed approximately 2,150 feet below the

• This interpretation. however, does not preclude
, EPA from requiring data on radionuclide content of

wastes where necessary to carry (lut EPA's
authorities under RCRA-for example. to ensure
protection of personnel carrying out RCRA
Inspection or oversight sampling.

:; The DOE facilities that intend to send TRU
waste to the WIPP are Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, Idaho Falls. Idaho: Rocky Flats Plant. ,
Golden, Colorado: Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, New Mexico; Argonne National
Laboratory. Argonne Illinois: Savannah River Plant.
Aiken. South Carolina: Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Oak Ridge. Tennessee; Hanford
Reservailon. Richland. Washington; Mound Plant.
Miamisburg. Ohio; Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. Livermore. California; and Nevada Test
Site.Mercury. Nevada.
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land withdrawal action. The repository
is designed to holdTRU wastes that are
currently stored at the DOE generating
facilities, as well as new TRU wastes
that will be generated overthe next 25
years. The underground waste disposal
area of the WIPP,_when completed, will
cover 100 acres, with a total design
capacity of 6.45 million cubic feet (or

, approximately 850,000 drums of waste).
To date, 15 acres of ~derground

, disposal rooms have been mined.
-', AlthooghDOE has conducted

extensive studies of the WIPP site and
the repository performance, '
uncertainties still rllmain. For example.
concerns have been raised over the '
possibility that gas generated
underground at the WIPP could, overthe
long term, build up to unacceptable
pressures, leading to possible releases
from the repository. To address this and
other questions, DOE plans to conduct
testing and experimentation over the
next several years. This testing will
include in-situ experiments with actual
TRU wastes underground, as well as
other investigations. These in-situ tests
would initially involve wastes
amounting to approximately O.!>. percent
of the total repository capacity. From
these tests, DO~ hopes to gather data,
that will allow it to'demonstrate
compliance with EPA's'standardsIor
disposal ofradioactive IIiatedals (40
CFR part 191 subpart B) and long"term
no-migration of RCRA hazardous
constituents, as well as in identifying
any engineering modifications that may
be n~cessary to meet these standards.

,DOE is also considering the need for an
"operations demonstration" during the
test period. The purpose of this
demonstration, w,hich might involve up
to an additional three,to eight percent of
the total WIPP capacity, would be to
show DOE's operational readiness to
ship waste to the WIPP and to place it
underground. (Today's approval does ,
not cover placement ofwastes for the
purposes of the "operations
dempnstration." DOE would have to

, submit for EPA's consideration an
amendment to its no-migration petition;
ahy EPA decision on such an
amendment would be proposed in the
Federal Register, with opportunity for
public comment.)

As a condition to today',s approved
petition,DOE must remove all, , '
hazardous wastes from the repository if
it is unable to meet EPA standards for
permanent .disposal of hazardous and
radioactive wastes at the conclusion of
the test period.4 However, if the,WIPP

4 Under 40 CPR 268.6(a)(5). petitioners seeking a
no-migration demonstration must provide sufficient

Continued
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proves acceptable as a permanent
repository. and if DOE successfully
petitions EPA for a long-term no
migration determination, DOE will then
be able to begin full-scale disposal of
wasto at the site, Drums. metal boxes.
and metal canisters of waste will be
shipped to the WIPP from the generating
sites and placed in underground rooms.
Under current plans. the rooms will be
backfilled with crushed salt and sealed.
Mter an operating period of '
approximately 25 years. DOE plans to
seal the shafts of the mine with cement
clay plugs and compacted salt and
decommission the facility. After
decommissioning. the salt of the Salado
Formation will creep inward and is
expected to encapsulate the waste
within 60 to 200 years.

Access to the WIPP site will be
restricted. The Department of Interior
temporarily withdrew the lands on the
WIPP site from public use in 1983,
allowing DOE to begin constrnction of
the facility. Before DOE can bring waste
to the site, however. either Congress or
the Department of Interior must take
new land withdrawal action. In
addition. DOE and the Slate of New
Mexico have agreed to prohibit in .
perpetuity all subsurface mining,
drilling, and resource exploration
unrelated to the WIPP project at the

• WlPP site. As a further protection, the
Federal government has acquiredthe
enUre surface and subsurface estate at
the WIPP site. Finally. to discourage
drilling in the vicinity of the repository
in the distant future. DOE intends to
place permanent warning markers at the
slte.

D. ResuJatory Status ofthe WIPP
The WlPP is located in the State of

New Mexico. which received
authorization for mixed waste on July
25. 1990. (See 55 FR 28397. July 11, 1990.)
As an "existing" hazardous waste

. management facility at the time of New
Mexico's authorization for mixed waste.
the WIPP is eligible for RCRA interim
status. Facilities "in existencett'(which
include facilities under constrnction) at
the time a waste is identified as .
hazardous under RCRA can obtain
Interim status if their owner/operators
submit a part A. application to EPA or
tho appropriate state. If DOE suomits an' .
application to New Mexico and secures
interim status, it will be legally
authorized to receive mixed waste at the

InformaUon 10 a"ul'llthe Admlnls\rlltor Ihatthe
dlspoNiI unit will comply with olher applicable
Federal. Slale. lind locallaws. Therefore. if the
W1PV cunnol comply with rodloacUve disposal
slandards under40 em porn01. It would not
sallafy Ihe con,Ullona for 0 long-term no-mlgratlon
dalcrmlnKllon.

,
WIPP-subject of co~rse to the land
disposal restrictions. The WIPP must
also comply with thEi RCRA interim
status standards, codified at 40 CFR part
265, and eventually obtain a RCRA
permit under'40 CFRparts 264 and 270.

The interim status;requirements of
part 265 el?tablish gereral facility
standards. For example, the WIPP is
required under thes~ standards to have
a waste analysis plap. for its mixed
waste, a contingency plan describing
procedures that DOE will take in the
case of a~ emergency, and a closure
plan describing how the facility will be
closed. In addition. the State of New
Mexico has recentlY;requested, that DOE
submit 'to it the RCRA part B permit'
application for the WIPPi this
application must be /Iubmitted nO later
than six months after the State's
request, or by Februkry 28, 1991. The
RCRA permit for the WIPP (if granted)
will establish detailed operating,
closure, and post-closure conditions in
accordance with 40 CFR part 264,
subpart X. (As a geological repository.
the WIPP is regulated under the RCRA
category of subpart X"miscellaneous
units.") The permit's scope would
extend to all facility activities related to
mixed waste.' ,

Several commenters on EPA's
,proposed decision on the WII>P
,expressed confusior). over the
relationship between a no-migration
decision by EPA and a RCRA permit
issued by the State. In explanation, EPA
notes that its no-migration
determination is relatively narrow ili
scope, only addresstng the 'question of
whether hazardous constituents will or
will not migrate from the underground
repository. To ensure no-migration,
EPA's determination imposes certain
conditions (e.g., a v91ume limitation and
retrievability of waSte); these conditions
w:ill be enforced by [EPA. On the other
hand. the StateRC~ permit is
significantly broader than a no
migration finding, since it will impose
the full technical a~d gimeral facility
standards of 40 CFR part 264. and it will
apply to the above-ground operations as
well as operations ~nderground.The
permit may include.certain requirements
already imposed under EPA's no- .
migration dctermin\ltion, or it may
establish more stri~gent requirements, if
the State of New Mexico determines
that they are neces~ary.The State
permit will be issu~dunder State
procedures, which ~nclude public notice.
comment, and an opportunity for a
public hearing. The'conditions of the
permit will be enforced by the State.

As discussed earlier, EPA's authority
under RCRA over waste destined for the

, WIPP extends only to mixed hazardous,
and radioactive waste, and it is further
limited to the hazardous components of
the mixed waste. The potential release
of radioactive material from the WIPP is
addressed under the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA). EPA has promulgated standards
under the AEA limiting releases ,
associated with the disposal of
radioactive wastes. These standards,
which are codified at 40 CFR part 191,
consist of two parts: Subpart A dealing
with, releases during the operational
phase of a permanent disposal facility,
and subpart ,B. dealing with long-term
releases after decommissioning. Under
these regulations. a facility is not
defin~(.l as a dispos'al site until it has' '
been designated as a permanent '
respository and removal is not
contemplated; since this decision will
not be made for the WIPP until after the
test phase, the WIPP is not legally
subject to the part 191 standards. Under
an agreement with the State of New
Mexico. however, DOE has agreed to
comply with the subpart A standards,
beginning ~ith the initial receipt of
waste at the WIPP-that is. before the
"facility has been designated as a
permanent repository. The subpart
standards also do not yet apply to the
WIPP because they have been remanded
to'EPA by the U.S. Court of Appeals at
the First Circuit, and therefore are not in
effect at this time. DOE. however. has
agreed with the State of New Mexico to
demonstrate compliance with th!3
remanded standards (if final standards
have not been developed) before a final
decision is made to dispose of waste
permanently in the repositol'"'J. This
decision will be made on the basis of
data gathered during the test phase at
theWIPP.

Finally, EPA emphasizes that todey's
finding a!idresses only the specific
question of whether hazardous
constituents will or will not migrate
from the WIPP as long as the waste
remains hazardous. Issues raised by the
transportation of waste to the WIPP site,
or by handling and possible treatment of

. waste before it reaches the WIPP, are
beyond the scope of EPA's legal
authority in evaluating no-migration
petitions, and thus are not addressed in
this notice.

II. DOE Petition and EI?A Proposed
Detennination

The mixed waste DOE intends to ship
to the WIPP for testing includes solvent
contaminated wastes, which became
subject to the land disposal restrictions
on November 'a. 1986, and characteristic
wastes (containing heavy metals such as
lead). which became subject to the land



placed in therepusitory;.& and [6J dUring WIPPumfer this determination. II'·The
the test phase, DOE:mustprovide-. q~antity.'0fwasteMiatmay be placed in.
detailed waste characterlZation:andl. theWIPPi&li~itedto:·8\500'dromS'.. oF'1
analyses on the waste emplaced-in tne: percent cif tfie facility's final capacity.
WIPP. . DOE may not begin permanent dfsposal

EPA. provided lJ' 6O~da:Y' public of the mixed wasfe8ubj~ro the RCRA
.comment' period OIl< its proposed' land disJlosal: prohibitions;at the site·
determination and, held' public hearings: and must: remove allwaste frein"the-
in Carlsbad; Albuqqerque, andSalrt8'.Fe, un~Qund:repositoryititcamlot; .
New Mexico. dUring the comment demonstm:fe-mrmigra:l;ionofhazard'otlS'>
period; The Agency receiVed iOO'written constituents oJlrerthe·loDg term. trn
comments Oll'its proposal from both additfon. to EPJ\'s: reqUirement tbat; .
individuals' and' organizations, and more· namMOus:;wasfe be. remllvedJrom: the
than 300 people testified at the three respository, ·OORhas:also committed ta:
hearings. Tod'ay's deciSIon is based on a· carry out SliGha removalmII: consent
careful< review·oHlle public's ·comments:. agreement with the State-of New
!'1':1d clarifying information Pro"Jided by' Mexico.•r . .
DOE, as·wen as' EPA's fur.ther .
evalUation of the suitability of the site. In makingits no-mfgI'stion fjnding;, .
based on a field visit tf;) the WlPP'site on, EPA ooncenblated on whetlier-reteases:

J I 2
. 'oleon-radioactive f}azardoos:

uy' 8~ lOOl}. " constituents from: the· repository' might
m. Summary of EPA Determination occurdUl:ing tIre test phase. 'm doing SOk

After It review of DOlr's'petitioD; EPA addr:essed an: possibfe' roub?s' of
supporting information; and public' . . release. but fOcused' in.particUlar-oIl' tlie:
comment,. EPA finds that'DOE has . potential fOfvolatile organic:
demonstrated; to·a' rea:S61laDle degree of ,., constiluents released during festing to
certainty, that bazardous coDstiblenfs,migrareo.uti ofthe WIPP unit tbroughthe'
will not migrate' from fhe:WIPP venti1a:tion exhaustsbaft, Becauseoftbe .
repository as a result of its' planned fest' nature- oftbe' teststbat win be-
activities, as required by. the statute' and' conducted i", tb~WlPPand then', ,
regulationS' at 40 CFR 268.&.'Thfs relatively short dmatlO!J, EPA has
determination is based on'the condltWn Gonclurled that releases of I'r.izardo~S'-
that DOE only pface hazardous waste. constituents from the unit through b~ne-.
within the scope of the test phase . salt. or other geologicall media Ia.·
operations described' in its no-migratiOn implausible. during: the testpbase-. '
petition and its performance assessmeuf The retrievabilityof w~8t~.plaCed;in
test plan. Consistent with· the the WIPP dur:ing the te~tphaseisccentrat
determination. EPA iitapproving90E's to EPA's finding; Therefore•. WAhaB:
no-migration petition for-tfle WIPP'oor reviewed both theteclmieal feasioility
the test pnaseoperations, subjecttO'fue. ef.retrie.vatandthepracticabilitycd' '.
conditioIlslaid,outin·sect'ion.·VlottItis DORsretrievaI pIan.EPAhasl ,
notice. It sbould be noted· mat the concluded: that retrie.val gfwastes:kam .
proposed operationS' 'demonstration and the'WIPP can,be. accomplished'safely..
pilot room tests' cannafl be: conducted' and: that DOR's com'mitmeat to .
under the terms of today'" decision,' remevmg. the wastes and taklng~it . .

· Before these actiVitieS comd'be- carried' al:>ove ground., if it proves necessary., is
·out, DOE woufd have to'· submit an '. satisfaetdry~'FiDaHy~EPA coi!Sideredithe:

· am~mdment to.its no-migration petition,. generat design.. constmction" aDdmme' .
· whIch EPA wourd evaluate. EPA would: maintenarn::e program at the: WlPP and

then propose· a decision for CQIIlIDe!lt l1as ~Gl~t;le.Q; tbat~~ min~ is:,w:~1l-
before a fimiJ. neciision would: be.D.UHte,: designed and wil~, remain stahle. during
'E~N5 action tooay allows DORto" .' , ...."

place untreated' mi:7(ed waste'$Object to'
the RCRA land diSpOsal resttictwns' in·
the WIPPfor testing: and .
experimentation to determine w.hether'
the site is approprfate'fo:r:the lOng-term
disposal of'miXed waste (tliat' fs~.· . .
whether disposal at the site wm
conform with,sta~S' fur tiie~ ;
permanent disposal: of nazardous.
wastesJ~ OaTy the waste specified by·
DOE' in is p;etition may be placed in the

• In itg,nO-mlgrallim~itlllll,OOE!OOntifled:
listed ealvimla'aiHl'IW'~~Pmcedure);
characteri91iewa&tes. aa:hazardoua.under RCRA.In·
addition, someoflhe wasfe'describedlinno~

· petitioa-may now be hazardous under ilIe EPA"lr;
· recent~promWaeted:1!o~!;E:liaracleristiml> fE€lJ'

rule (,55 FR 111,98}.:EPA has not~promuJ&ared! .
treatmentstandard!l r~TC wastes;.liowever,.it. is.
required tu>doos17li1K!'lir tbe.s~tull!', Unre!helle: '
standards'have been:promuigatl!;fL"FC:wa~ .

· piaced-in<tbe. WIPFwillbe·subjilGHo,the.Iaftd; ..
disposal'restr.icti9ns. Because EPA:a review. of· .
DOE'a petition consideJ;ed'potentiatmQlratioo.of'
hazard'!lUs OOil~frnm an,oflbe'W3S!e'~

, .~ J)OEr~rA'....t"... secured the.llIst. Q.:•.•••-di
na

, . Identified'lIS<schedu!'ed!Umthe WIWi.~"iUl9', ;... _= ..... migralio.. de.ter-mination.app!iealoowasles ~~$ft'
mineratlease arthe WlWsite, thereby, satisfy1na . hazardoliS-under the TC rule.as wellas.lolvents:

: this condition. l!I.S'wresult,EYA Itlil8'eJimfnatiM' tliili ., and EP'cfiaractenslfc5'wsstes. as lQng8slhe'wasliill'
· Gondflf'J1~I!l,illt;rmaMete:mmatiom. : were in<:!uded in the petition.

disposal re~mctions:on August' 3'. 1990.
(However, J.t< shoold: be' noted that EPA
gra?ted a tw.o-yeall'na-tiona·l:capecity.' .
vanal1ce to mixed Ghara~teris.ticwastes,
deferring the effective dateo ofthe .
disposal' pl'Onibioo1l'11nmMay 8i.1992
(June 1,1990. 5& FR 22520~}In addition, .
some mixed wastes are likely: to· include:
wastes that are hazardous und'er EPA's.
ae\~ toxicity· characte£istics rule' '5&Fit
11798}. althougb the- Agency has not yet

. promulgated land, disposaf restrictiens
for' these wastes-.

TO' comply withthe rand disposal
restrictions, DOE. has sought to·
demonstrate tooEPA, in a non'inigraHon
petition submmed in March 1989~ that
placement of these wastes untreated in'
the WIPP repository· will not' lead: to:
migration of hazardous GGnstituents
beyond the disposal unit boundary;. In .
response-.to EPA G01lcems, DOE.
provided-additional supporting material
after its initial submissicm" illIcluding
addenda in October 1989'and' JanU8l'J
1990. DOE's final peUtloR was bound;
i~tg eight v.olumes in March 1;900: mOE!
WIPP ag;..ooa, Revision 1} and is; .
included in the- docket for this
rulemakiIJg~ . .

After careful. review of flOE's petitil>11
as well as.information: from, numerous
other sources, EPA proposed: in the .
Federal Register of AprilG', 1990 to'grant
DOE's petition with &ertain conditions.
(See 55 FR 1300& fo~ a more'detailed'
dist=llssion of the inforrnatiolil' provided
by OOE. and of the basis for EPA's
proposed decisiOn.}Under EPNs
proposal. DOE-would, be. anowed: to
place untreated· mixed.waste in the·
WIPp· repository within the: scope Of tIre
testing and, experimentation activitiell '.
described in the petiUolt. EPA'1t. proposal
would not have- allowed, DOE to:eond'uct
its proposed 6pet:aoons' demonstraticmo.
nor would it have alfuwed DOE..ro

.cul1dtlct tWQ pilot-room tests',. which had
originally been suggested by EPA~lf the'
testingfaHedto sbow that: the: WIPi?'
could meet the no-migration:standafds
for:tbe longterm:disposal'.ofmixed: .,
waste, DOE:would be' required te-. '.', .
remove-the waste-from the:tindergr.ound
repository,.The proposal also:lncludp,d·
the following c;:onditi611s~fl}The waste-

. must be placed' in the: WIPP in, a
retrievable f.gmr,. '2.} DOllmus.t 'prB-vWe
annual written. reports on the test phase'
progress to EPA;, t3! a carbo», ad!ierptiOl.l:
de~d~e capaele of achieving,a 95: pereem
efHcrem:y, must he insmlled in· the .
discharge sy,stem of the biil ex:perimen-t
rooms;: (41 DOE.must iinplement a .
speeific air. monitaringplan;, {5}DOE
must certi£y, that it ha~seetl:red &9ffiAA
ofthe: sarl-at:e and stl.bsu~faceesta.te3>t.
the: WIPP sUe-befura lo\.'astes eB.fl. he' .
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the test period and well beyond..The
specific conditionsof today's finding are
discussed in the following section and
listed In summary form'in section VI of
this notice.

Although EPA's granting of DOE's
petition Is specifically based on a
finding of no-migration of hazardous
constltuents from the unit during the test
phase, EPA has thoroug~lyreviewed
available Informatlon'on the expected
long-term performance of the WIPP
repository. Given the geological stability
of the areai the depth, thickness, and
very low permeability of the salt
formation in which the repository has
been mined; and the properties of rock
salt as an encapsulating medium, EPA
believes that the WIPP is a promising
site for the permanent disposal ofm~xed
waste. To be sure, a number of
uncertainties related to the long-term
performance of the WIPP remain-for
example, the extent and effects of gas

. generation, th~ effects of brine Inflow
into the repository, and the Influence of
a "disturbed rock zone" around the
mined repository. DOE will be ' .
investigating these wlcertainties in the
test phase at the WIPP, and it will .
review whether technical modifications .
to the repository design or the waste are
necessary to ensure compliance with the
regulatory standards.

It should be remembered that today's
decision Is only forlIle disposal of
mixQd waste during the test phase for
tesllng and experimentation to
determine whether the site is
appropriate for the long-term disposal of
mixed wastes. Before DOE may move
from the test phase to full-scale
operations. it must petition EPA again
and demonstrate no migration over the
long term-that is, it must successfully
address current uncertainties about
long-term WIPP performance.
Information gathered by DOE during the
test phase will be central to such a
demonstration. Any EPA decision to
approve (or deny) a no-migration
petition for permanent disposal at the
conclusion of the test phase will be
mnde with full opportunity for public
comment, 8S prescribed in 40 CFR
268.6{g).

Further ,technical details regarding ,
EPA's final decision are prOVided in a
background document. In addition,
major Issues raised by pubUc
commenters are discussed in section V
of today's notice, as well as in a
response to comments document. Both
the background document and the
response to comments document,are
available In the public docket fqr this
ncllon.

I
IV. Discussion of EPA Determination
and CondibOns o~ Determination

..4, No-Migration Finding
To make a no-migration

determination. sections 3004 (d)(l),
(e)(l). and (g)(5) of RCRA require' EPA to
find that "there will be no migration of
hazardous constituents from the
disposal unit or ipjection zone as long as
the wastes remain hazardous." As EPA
explained in the preamble to its .
proposed decisio~, it interprets ~is

requirement to mean that constituents
listed in append~VIII of 40 CFR part,
261 cannot migrate at hazardous levels
from the disposal"!J.Ilit during the time,
that hazardous waste is. present in the
unit. If the hazardous waste within the,
unit becomes non-hazardous or if it is
removed from thl'! unit, furth~r migration
from the unit ceases to be an'issue. In
the case of the WIPP, DOE will have to
remove all hazar.dous waste from the
undergroundrepbsitory if it cannot
demonstrate the long-term acceptability
of the site; therefore. the effective period
of EPA's finding ~s the test phase. Thus,

. EPA's decision today is based on the
conclusion that the Appendix VIII
constituents wiltnot migrate at
hazardous levell! from the underground
repository during the test phase and that
DOE will remove all hazardous waste
from the unit iftlilsting cannot show that
the site meets10ng-term no-migration
standards.

EPA's no-migration finding for the
WIPP test. phaseJails into several
categories: Migrati.on of hazardous
constituents under anticipated test
conditions in the repository; short-term
stability of the repository; feasibility of

. retrieval; possible f!ffect of accidents
and spills; and effectiveness of controls
against human intrusion during the test
phase. These aspects of EPA's
determination are discussed below.
. No migration (Jf hazardous .

'constituents beyond the unit boundary.
In the proposal, ~PA explained in some
detail its definition of the unit boundary
for the WIPP 'and its standards for
determiillng whether, a constituent
migrating from tpe unit is "hazardous," ,
The proposed ~it boundary was' the
Salado F6rnia:tion at the WIPP site,
bounded by the ~our-mile by four-mile
land withdrawa~area, except that, for '

,air emissions during operatio~s, theiinit
boundary was the point where the air
exhaust ventilation shaft met the
surface. EPA's definition of the unit
boundary in today's decision is largely
unchanged from; the proposal: however,
in response to public cominent, it has
slightly modified the unit definition as it
applies to air emissions. In the final
decision. the unit referes to that portion

of the Salado Formation that falls within
theWIPP land withdrawal area:
specifically, any movement of ,
constituents above "hazardous" lev!:!ls
into overlying or underlying formations,
or beyond the lateral boundaries of the.
land withdrawal area would constitute

, migration. This unit boundary would
apply to migration via air emissions
during operations as well as via ground
water or other routes after closure of the
unit. (This issue is discussed in more
detail in section V.H of today's notice.)
EPA's definition of "hazardous" levels
of migration remains unchanged from
the proposal. As, discussed below in
section V.G, EPA is relying on "health
based levels" to define migration......that

.if?levels that would be hazardous to a
p~rson exposed at the unit boundary for
an entire lifetime.
. The no-migration standard applies to

all possible routes of release from the
unit. EPA, however, has concluded that
migration of hazardous constituents out
of the unit during the test period is
implausible by any route other than air.
Waste will be containerized during the
test period, and even if it were released
from a container, there is no possibility
that waste could migrate from the unit
by ground water or directly through the
salt rock within the test period. No,
commenters questioned this conclusion,
which EPA discussed in the proposal.

, Potential for Migration via Air
Emissions. For air emissions during the
test period, EPA's finding is based on a
careful review of possible releases from
the bin-scale and alcove,tests DOE is
planning to conduct during ·the test
period. For reasons described below,
EPA has concluded that any releases
from the alcove-scale tests will be
negligible. Therefore, it has focused its
attention on the bin-scale tests. In these
tests, headspace gases will be vented '
into the bin discharge system whenever
the bins become pressurized through a '
pressure relief valve installed on each
bin. The gases will then be passed on to
the exhaust shaft. Because the purpose
of the experime,nts is to gather .data on' ,
the gas generation potential for the"

. various types of wastes intended for
disposal aHhe WIPP, the rate of gas
generation and thus the amount of
hazardous constituents expected to be:
released can only be estimateo.. Because·
of this uncertainty, DOE has proposed
and,EPA's decision today requires the
inclusion of a carbon canister in the bin
gas discharge system to remove any
volatile organic constituents released
from the ,bins. This carbon adsorption
control device must be designed to
achieve a conlTol,efficiency of at least
95 percent. As explained in its proposal,
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descrlptlon of this point.) Thus.'
adequate safeguards have beenhnposed
and will be implemented in the event,of
an accidental release of hazardous
constituents.

It should be noted that the Waste
Retrieval Ptanis backed by successful
mock retrieval demonstrations. although
EPA recognizes that mock retrieval
demonstratlons performed thus far at,
the WIPP did not include removal of
wasto'fromthe alcoves themselves;
Other aspects of the remQval process. .
however. were simulated in the retrieval '
dElmonstratlon. Mock retrieval
experiments on backfilled ·alcoves and
on bins will be performed before any
waste is placed in the WIPP. .

EPA agrees with commenters that
shuffling of the waste during the .
retrieval process could increase the risk
of a release; however. safe movement of
the waste containers is technically
feasible. and EPA has concluded iliat
DOE's routine container-management
procedures are adequate. Furthermore.
any removal activities will be conducted
under the oversight 0'£ the' State of New
Mexico. either during RCRA Interim
status or under permit conditions. which
will ensure an appropriate liilVel of care.
Finally. the Environmental Evaluation .
Group. an independent group
established by Congress to provide
review of the WIPP project, provides "
oversight over waste management and
safety Bspects,ofWlPP operations.
Including removal.
. A number of commenters raised the
possiblllty of drum corrosion dUring the
test phase. which. c9u1d lead to spiqage'
and complicate retrieval. EPA has
concluded, however. that the potential
for significant drum corroBio~ during the
teet phase Is limlted.and will not '
substantially affect the retrieval of
wastes. WhUe it Is true that salt is very
corroelve. the rate of corrosion of the'
drums being stored in the repositorYis
expected to be low. This'is because
.soveral key factors affecting the rate'of
drum corrosion allow for favorable drum
storage conditions. In particular. the rate
of corrosion Is affected by the
composition of thebrfne contacting the
drums. That is. c'orrosion proceeds most
rapidly if the brine is tmsaturated and
contains dissolved oxygen. Hpwever. '
the brine in the WIPP repository is both'
saturated with salt and contains low
levels of dissolved o?,ygenrtherefore,
drum corrosion would be inhibited. ,
Moreover. the rate of corrosion is .
directly affected by tlie amount of brine
contactlng the drums. Sjnce the
repolJltorylsexpected to 'remain dry
during the'test period and 'thus there,will
be mlnlm!!l drum-brine contact. EPA .

does not expect ,tp.e dr,ums to corrode
significantly. For ithese rea!!ons, EPA has
concluded that the ul!eful drum life in
the WIPP will exceed the period Of this
determination. inoluding retrieval time.
and it sees no reason to question POE's
statement that the drums will maintain
integrity. for twenty years.

In addition, EP.i<\ notes that containers
at the WIPP willIJe subject to ,
monitoring and inspection procedures
requirea under Rc::RA 4{j CFR part 265
(and. once a perinit has been issued,
under 40 CFRpart 264). These
requirements willbe adminstered by the
New Mexico Environmental' ,
Improvements Diirision, with EPA
oversight: If any questionable drums
were· identified. mitigative measures
such as overpacking-could be
undertaken. To be sure. drums that are
sealed in the alco:ves during the alcove
tests caimot be .routinely inspected.
However; under DOE's test plan, these
tests are expected to last approximately
five years. Thus. ~nspection would be
possible well within the useful life of the
drum. '.

Finally. as EPA discusses in this and
the following section. spillage from
drums (however unlikely) can be
contained and cle.aned up, and corroded
drums can be ove;rpacked. Thus,. EPA
disagrees with commenters that drum
corrosion might prevent the safe
removal of drums' from the ·WIPP, if
removal,proves necessary.,

Limited effect ofacCidents and spills.
Numerous commep.ters argued that
accidents or spills at the WIPP site
would complicate'fetrieval of wastes or
might lead to inigi'ation. EPA agrees that
accidents or spills,might complicate
retrieval. but it ha;s nevertheles,s
concluded that thi! cleanup ofspills and
the renio'val of contaminated material
from the WIPP is technically feasible.
The'WIi>P Retriev:al,Plan outline!! DOE's
·planned'approac~ to the removal,of. ..
con,taminated material; in addition,the '
feasibility pf,,s?le ~emoval of !!ucli .
material'was dimlonstrated in DOE's
mock retrievals. Moreover, neither EPA
nor public comme,nter!! identified any
spill situations·that by themselves
would lead.toa release'from the
repository.

EPAhas addressed the possibility of
fire or explosion in the WIPP by new '
waste charac~eriz1itionrequirements in
today's decision. Under these
requirements. DOE mllst test every
container shipped to theWIPP for

, flamIDable gases..~f flamll).able gases are ,
identified. the waste cannot be placed in
the reppsitory. ,Therefore, under the
terms of,EPA's determination. eJ!:plosion
or fire in the WIPP is not"a credible

• . 'I,
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event. (After DOE has developed a
greater body of data on wastes shipped
to the WIPP,it is likely' that waste
characterization, requirements
addressing flammability can be relaxed.
However. this could only take place
through a modification of the
determination, with opportunitY for
public comment.') ,
, Effectiveness ofcontrols against

human, intrusion, During the period
covered by today's determination, DOE
will maintain active control over the
WIPP site, and unauthorized access will
be prohibited. Furthermore, the site will

, be operating under,RCRA interim status
and permit .conditions. administered by
th~ ~tate of New Mexico; and ,therefore
-Will have to comply with the RCRA
secllrity requirements. These
requirements include prevention of
UnKnown entry of persons or livestock
to the active portion of the facility.
Finally. DOE has secured all mineral
leases at the WIPP site. eliminating the
possibility of the disturbance of the
repository as a result of mining or '
drilling, For these reasons. the Agency
has concluded that migration resulting
from human intrusion will not occur
during the term of the determination. '

B, Conditions ofDetermination

1: Limitation to Testing and
Experimentation

In EPA's proposed finding, it limited
activities involving mixed waste ,at the
WIPP repository to the testing' and
experimentation described in DOE's
petition and referenced documents. The
Agency has retained this condition in its
final determination, Conseq~eIJ,tly, DOE
will be restricted to, Its planneo. test

, phase activities, 'as described in the,
"WIPP 'test Phase Plan: Performance
Assessment," fl.evisign 0 '(DOE/WIPP
89-011. April 1990). Before DOE could,
conduc~ activitie,s beyond the s,cop.e of
-this test plC\n, it would have to petition
EPA to' modify its no-migration finding.

Several commenters ,on the proposal
expr~ssed unceJ;tainty about what
specific activities would fall under the
definition of "testing and ,
experimentation"; in addition, the,
commenters asked for clarification of
when DOE would have to notify EPA of
changes from activities described in the,
performanc::e assessment test plan.
Withresp~ct to ,the first point, DOE

could cpnductin,the r.epositoryonly .
those tests·or experiments designed to
provide data to demonstrate the long
term acceptability oHhe WIPP; ,Thus,
DOE's planned 'IOperations
demonstration'~ has been explicitly
exeluded froIIl the El-llowed activities;
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other nontesting activities would
simIlarly be excluded. For clarification,
EPA has modified this condition, which
originally read "placement of waste for
the primary purpose of conducting an
operations demonstrated is prohibited
under this variance ~ * .." by di:opping
the word "primary." Several
commElnters suggested that the inclusion
of the word "primary" amounted to an
invitation to DOE to conduct a full-scale
operations demonstration with the
excuse that some testing was also going
on. This was not EPA's intention, and
therefore it has modified the condition
accordingly. EPA, however, stresses that
it does not understand thil;! condition as
preventing DOE from incidentally
testing some operational aspects of its
system when it places waste
underground for permissible testing.
Such activity, in EPA's view, would not

. constitute an "operations
demonstration" in the sense that DOE as
well as DOE critics have used the
phrase up to this point.In addition, EPA'
recognizes that some mixed wastes
might be generated 'underground asa
result of legitimate experimentation or
air monitoring in the WIPP repository.
These wastes, which might no longer
have any experimental purposes, could
.nevertheless be stored in the repository
until a final determination on the site
was made. Because the materials were
originally placed in theWIPP for
permissible testing, continued storage of
the wastes in. the repository would be
consistent with the terms of EPA's
decision.

With respect to the second p~int, tests
and experiments 'conducted 'under .
today's determination would have to be
consistent with the activities described
in DOE's performance assessment test
plan and its no-migration petition. For
example, where substantially different
wastes .or waste containers are used,
where waste volumes were increased '
above 0.5 percent (but less than one
percent), or where te'sts outside DOE's,
planned three-phase bin and alcove~· '
scale tests are contemplated, DOE
would be required to notify EPA and,if .
the changes might affect the basis of .'
EPA's finding, seek a modification to
that finding. The only exception to this
would be those wastes that are.
described in DOE's no-migration,
petition that are modified through
various treatment technologies; because·
the' composition of these wastes. if
changed, would contain fewer toxic
constituents, the Agency doe's not
believe it would have to be notified
before the wastes could. be placed in the .
repository. EPA does·note,l1owever,
that the pilot-room tests originally

4.7707

suggested by EPA and now EPA in ~fiect is defining a limit that it
contemplated by DOE, would be would consider to be a significant
excluded under today's decision, departure from the activities described
because they go substantially beyond in DOE's. no-migration petition and its
the program described in DOE's test final test plan. Before DOE could exceed
plan and furtherm.ore are 'inconsistent that limit. it would have to repetition
with other conditions'of the 'EPA, and any :\WA approval of an
determination (e.g., the volume limit and 'expanded test program would have to
retrievability of wastes).. undergo public comment. EPA also
2. Limitation on Volm'ne . emphasizesfhat the 1 percent figure

represents an upper liIllit on the amount
.In its proposed determination,EPA <lfwaste thatmaybe placed in the WIPP
didQ,ot set a specific limit on the amount under todiiy'sdetermination. This limit
of mixed waste that DOE could place in ,would not override the condition that
the repository_ d:uring the test phase; waste could be placed in the'WIPP only
Instead, EPA argued that, because of the for testing arid experimentation within

'experimental nature of tIle.test phase,' the scope of DOE's test plan. Waste .
DOE needed a reasonable degree of would not be allowed in the repository
flexibility in carrying outJi,s , ' .for purposes other than testing and
expe,rimental program. Althollgh sevElral experimentation, even ifthe'voilline of
commenters supported EPA's approach" waste involved did: not exceed the:1
many opposed'it, arguing that it was ,- percent limit.
open-ended and allowed DOE to expand . Many commenters also suggested that
the scope of the test phase indefinitely. EPA shorten the proposed ten-year
Although EPA continues to believe that expiration date for petition approval.
its no-migration finding, as proposed; .
significantly restricts the nature of DOE EPA has not adopted this suggestion,
activities during the test phase, the because, as it discussed in the proposed'
Agency nonetheless understands the deciSIon, it believes such a limit might
concerns of the commenters. Therefore, artifiCially constrain legiti~ate'testing.
it has decided to place avolume . EPA does'not'believethe differen:ce
limitation of 8,500 druIns or 1 percent of between five years (the projected length
the total projected WIPP volume on . oCDOE's test phase) and tEm years is
wastes that can be placed in the SIgnificant in terms of the likelihood 9f
repository under this determination. release of hazardous constituents from

In setting a volume limit, EPA notes " the repository. Furthermore. it has
that DOE's "WIPP Test Phase Plan" . ' .concluded that this difference in time
called for bin and alcove-scale testing of win nqt significantly effect .
waste amounting to 0.5 pf;lrcent of the .. retrieyabiIity. H:owever, EPJ\ .
projected WIPP capacity, while in . acknowledges. that the timiIlg and .
Congressional testilllOny, DOE indicated procedures for removalof \Vaste if DOE,
that bin, alcove, and pilot-room tests is not able to demonstrate the long-term .
might require waste amounting to aC,ceptabilityof the WIPP at the~cll?seof
approximately 2 percent of the WIPP .the ten-year period was not clear in the
capacity. Because EPA has determined proposed finding. Therefore, the Agency
that the pilot-room tests, as currently has amf;lnded the conditions of the
planned, could not be conducted under finding to address. this concern. This
the proposed no-migration finding, it.. issue is discussed below.
believes that the 2 percent volume limit . 3~ Waste Retrieval
would be inappropriate. At the same
time, EPA Also believes that limiting The requirement that DOE retrieve'
DOE to the amounts specified in the wastes from' the repository if it cannot .
current test plan might not provide demonstrate the long-term acceptability
sufficient flexilJility for DOE to modify of the site remains unchanged frortJ.. the
those plans, particularly in response to proposal, As discussed ,above in section-
comments from reviewing organizations~ IV.A, 'EPA ha's found·such retrieval to be .
Consequently, EPA has decided to . , feasible within 'the genera:! parameters
,impose a limit of 1 percent of total WIPP of the plans:submitted with the petition..
. capacity' (or 8,500 drums); a figure that 'In addition, EPA has added a-clause
provides some flexibility to DOEand at 'spelling'outinmore detail the timing of
the same time gives the public retrieval. Underthis requirement, DOE
assurance of an opportunity to comment . must submit to EPAa specific retrieval
if significant increases over DOE's schedule'rio later than six'months after
proposed waste volumes are needed. it is determined that the WIPP cannot

EPA emphasizes that it is not basing meet the long-term disposal standards,
the 1 percent limit on any technical or six months before the expiration of
deJerniination of how much waste the petition approval (i.e., 10 yearsatter
would be necessaryfor DOE to carry petition approval), whichever comes

, out an adequate testing program. Rather, first. This schedule would have to detail
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retrieval procedures and include a
schedule for the removal of the waste as
rapidly as technically feasible. Before
retrieval took place, the plan would be
subject to public comment and EPA
approval.

4. Waste Retrlevability

DOE Is required to place all waste in
the repoIitory in a t'eadily retrievable
manner.''lhis condition is um:hanged
from the proposal. By ''readily
retrievable," EPA means adoption of the
speCific m08BUl'es identified in DOE'8
petition to maintain room st~bility(i.e.,
room sizing. rock bolting), the use of
easllyre1rleved waste containers·{e.g.,
boxes, biM. and drums). and'the
absence of bnckfilling-except in alcove
teats where standoffwalls will be used.
(EPA noten that testing in pilot-scale
rooms, which the Agency originally
suggested;and DOE is now ronsidering,
would not be allowed under this .
condition, because-as t:nrrently .
planned-:!hey would involve backfilling
or waste in the pilot rooms without
standoffwalls. DOE would have to seek
a modification of the no-migration
finding. with opportunity for public.
comment, before conducting 'Such tests.)

5. Carhon Adsorption Device

Today'. decision requires DOE to
install a carbon adsorption control
device in the bin discharge system of
each room designed to achieve a 9S
percent control efficiency. The Agency'
belleve. a 9S percent control efficiency
ia readily achievable. '(See 55 FR 25454.) e

The design must be based. on a total
desIgn gu volume consisting of a design
gas generation value ofat least 5 moles
per dntm per year from the bins and the
volume of.gas UlIed to purge Q1e bin
exhaust manifold. EPA also wishes to
clarify that the design value for the
frequency of carbon replacement must
be verified by testing and modified as
needed to prevent breakthrough from
occurring. 'I11e testing must consist of
measurements of the adsorption
capacity of carbon for the bin exhaust
gases, as described in the petition. EPA
is also requiring DOE to maintain design
records. including any test data, and .
operating ~cords in the faclliif_
operating record. all described in the
notice of the proposed decision. (See 55
FR 13068, Section IV.J.) R~cords must be
maintained lor the term of today's
determination (Le., ten years from .
today'. datel. at' three years after the
creation of the recorda. whichever is
longer. In addition, the records must be
maintained during the course ofany
enforcement action for which they are
relevant

,

EPA is not requlnng DOE to perform
testing to verify~ control efficiency of
the carbon bed. HBwever, DOE must
monitor the bin dhaust manifold to
show that no migtationabove health-
based levels oecurs at the unit .
boundary. This mhst be further
confirmed by mo~toringat the exhaust

. shaft. Although the 5 moles per drum per
·year design value:for gas generation is
b~lieved to be co~servativ.e,the overall
"average rate ofgas g~nerationfrom TRU
wastes is not knofrVJl with ilertainty; this
is the purpos~of the bin and alcove
tests. The control ~ffidencyactually
achieved. will be I).igher u1' lower·
depending on the}ate at which gas is
generated during the tests. However,
even ifgas gene~tionrates were to be
as high as 25 moles per drum p'er year,
the design would ~tiU ailhieve the no
migration standard.

6. Air Monitoring ,Plan
EPA is requiring air monitoring for

activities conduct:ed under today's no·
migrati~finding to confirm that there is
no migration of hazardous constituents
above health-bas~levels beypnd the
unit boundary. AS.described in its nQtice
of proposed decisJon (55 FR 13(68), EPA
has c.oncluded th~t the only possible
migration pathwaY' during the test phase
is through the exhaust shaft. Therefore,
in acoordance with the requirements of
40 CFR 268.6{c). me Age~cy is ~eq~Iiring
DOE to implement the aU' momtonng
plan submitted ~th its petition, subject
to the clarifications; modifications, and
reporting requirerilents described in the
notice of propose<l \4et:ision, except as
noted below. :

In its proposed decision, EPA solicited
comment on whether additional
monitoring should he conducted ip the
underground repO$itory with portable
explosimeter8 to ~etect any buildup of .
methane, hydrogep; or other flammable
gases. No comme~lts were .received in
favor of portable ~xplosimeters. .
Therefore, EPA ha~decidedn9t to
require their USI!. At the same time,
however; EPA ha~ determined that only
by testing individilal waste containers to .
be placed in the WIPP can it be assured
that no· fire or .e~losionhazard exists.
Thus. EPA is including an additional
condition requiriI,:g such testing, as .
described.in section IV.B.7.a of today's
notice. . I .

EPA also 'SOlicited comment on
whether to allow areduction in
monitoring freql1epcy from weekly to .
monthly. EPA rec¢ived no comments on
this question and has decided to retain a
weekly minimum monitoring frequenily.
Furthermore, EPA soUcited ilomment on
whether other constituents, in addition
to the five constit\1ents proposed, should

" fMM

be targeted for routine quantitation. No
comments were received on this

. question; therefore. EPA has decided to
retain the five target .constituents listed
in the notice of proposed decision, with
provisions for targeting additional
constituents, as described in the
proposal.

In the proposa1;EPA spelled out a
variety ofquality assurance and quality
control requirements, making mention of
the "Report on Minimum Criteria to
Assure Data Quality." Since that tim~,
EPA has revised this report and has •.
retitled it "Quality Assurance and
Quality Control" (August 1990), a copy
of which has been placed in the docket
to .this rule. Therefore. EPA is requiring
DOE to fonow the requirements of the
revised report, in addition to adhering to
the specific quality control requirements
described in the DOE monitoring plan
and EPA's notice of proposed decIsion.
EPA wishes to clarify that it iIltends the
"method limit of quantita:tion," the term
used in the notice of its proposed
deCision, to be synonymous with the
term "method detection limi!," or MDL;
used in the report. "Quality Assurance
and Quality ControL" In addition, EPA
is requiring DOE to maintain

. documentation of all aspects ,of quality
assurance and quality control, as .
described in the revised report, in the
WIPP facility operating record; .this
documentation must be available for
inspection by the Agency. The records
must be maintained for the term of
today's determination or three years
after they are created, whichever is
longer. In addition, the records must be
maintained during the course of any
enforcement action for which they are '

.relevant.
Initial monitoring results underground

at the WIPP have revealed significant
background levels of 1.1,1
trichloroethane and carbon
tetrachloride. 7 The levels measured can
interfere with the evaluation of accuracy
if the approach described in the notice
of proposed decision is used. Therefore.
EPA is changing the method by which .
relative accuracy is detennined. Instead
of computing accuracy based on a
matrix spike alone (as the relative
difference between the concentration
recovered from the sampler and the
concentration of the targeted snalyte as
determined from the known
concentration in the audit gas .cylinder),
the computation should be adjusted for

1 Significant levels ofmethylene chloride were
also detected In background samples. However. .
laboratory CQntamlnatioo ia the most likely
explanation for the measured levels of methylene
chloride.
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the actual background concentration
measured in a matrix duplicate at the
time the matrix spike is collected.
Therefore, DOE must 'collect and
analyze both a matrix spike and a
concUrrent matrix duplicate. '

EPA further solicited comment on
what specific quality assurance (QA)
objectives it should require for data
acceptability. DOE reque'sted that EPA
allow less accurate measurements at
concentrations near the detection limit.
The data p'rovided by DOE, however,
gave nll basis for establishing all
.alternative QA objective for accuracy,
due to high background levels. Because .
of this, and because EPA is,not requiring
data that are below the method
detection limit (MDL) to be used in the
evaluation of relative accuracy (the ,
MOL is generally considerably higher·
than the liJ;Ilit of sensitiv.ity of the
analytical procedure), EPA has
concluded that the plus or minus 10
percent requirement can be achieved.
Therefore, no change is being made to
the QA objectives established in the
notice of proposed decision.

Finally, EPA proposed to require
calibration of the' veritilation exhaust
faris on a quarterly basis. In its .
comments on the proposal, DOE
interpreted this to mean a full dynamic
calibration, .which it argued is needed
only on a yearly basis. ~PAmeans to
require only a check onthe fari .
calibration on a quarterly basis, using
the methods' described in the notice of
proposed decisiori. EPA agrees that a .
full calibration is needed only on a
yearly basis~

Several commenters expressed ,
concern that EPA is allowing monitoring
at the top of the exhaust shaft instead of
at the entrance to the shaft. They argued
that EPA should require DOE to monitor
the entrance and exit of the shaft to
demonstrate. EPA's statement that there
will be no difference between
measurements. EPA disagrees with :
these commenters. Even if, as suggested
by one commenter, the integrity of the
concrete shaft liner. were compromised,
it is inconceivable that any depletion, of
concentrations of hazardous
constituents could b.e detected, given the
large volume of air that·the exhaust
shaft is designed to handle during
operation. EPA's overridingcollcern
rE1garding the specific location of the,
exhaust,shaft monitoring station is that
it be situated so as to enable ready
access 'for operation and maintenance
'purposes. Indeed, EPA views ready
accessibility as one of a number of
important quality assurance objectives.

.Therefore, EPA ,continues to accept

monitoring at the top of the exhaust
shaft~ .

7. Waste Analysis
a. Flammability. EPA received a ,

number of comments that flammable
gases could build up in waste '
containers, creating a fire and explosion
hazard. After reviewing these comments
and new information made available
during the public comment period, EPA
has concluded that, while a fire or .

. explosion is unlikely, the possibility of .
accidental ignition of flammable gases
in waste containers cannot be ruled out:
Were. a fire or e'xplosion toodcuras a .
result of accidental ignition of • .
flammable gases in the void space of a
waste container, retrieval. could be much
more difficult, should retrieval become
necessary. Moreover, .suchan event
could itself cause migration above
hazardous levels beyond the
uniboundary. .

For these reasons, EPA believes that
no waste contCl,iner should be emplaced,
in the underground repository if it
contains flammable mixtures of gases in
any layer of confinement, or mixtures of
gases thafcould become flammable
when mixed with air. To assure a
sufficient maJ,'gin of safety, EPA defines
any mixture as potentially flammable if
it exceeds 50 percent of the lower
explosive limit (LEL) of the mixture in
air.

To ensure that individual waste
containers have met the prohibition on,
flammable gases, the Agency is
requiring that every waste container be
tested for hydrogen, methane, and . '
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as a
class. Given the heterogeneity of the .. '
waste package, the Agency is also
requiring that headspace sampling be
representative of the entire vo~d space.
of the waste container. EPA expects that
all layers of confinement in a container
will have to be sampled until DOE can
demonstrate to the Agency, based on
the data collected, that sampling of all
layers 'is either unnecessary or can be
safely reduced. The testing of wastes
that exhibit high rates of radiolysis
should be performed 'a relatively short
time before the container is actually'
emplaced underground. Otherwise,
hydrogen levels could build up to
flammable levels following sample
collection and· analysis. Therefore, DOE
must determine, and document, the
length of time that headspace gases can
be expected to remain below flammable
levels (i.e., 50 percent of the mixture,
LEL) after sampling has been performed,
for both newly generated and. "
retrievably stored wastes, and to ensure

'that the waste containers are emplaced
in the WIPP within that time.

"

If testing reveals the presence of
significant levels of flammable VOCs,
DOE must perform an explicit flame test
to determine 'if a flammable mixture,can '
be formed with air. Significant levels of
flammable VOCs are defined as

'measured concentrations (excluding
methane) of 500 parts per million or
greater. If testing shows that VOCs are
,insignificant,' i.e., below 500 parts per
million, DOE may determine the lower

, explosive limit of the mixture from th.e
lower exPlosivelimfts of methane and
hydrogen using the Le Chatelier formula,
as described in Seqtion V.I.a oftoday's
notice..

All testing llJ.ust satisfy the quality
assurance and quality control"
requirements describfild in EP~'s report
"Quality Asimrarice a,nd Quality·
Control" (August 199p) and must'meet
quality assurance objectives of plus or
minus 10 percent on prec::ision and
accuracy. DOE must·alsomaintain.
records.on all testing performed and
other documentation needed19 co'mply
with this conditionat the generating .site
or in the WIPP facility operating record.
These records must be available for

-inspection by EPA, ,and mustinClude
documentation of all aspects of quality.
assurance and qllality coritrol, as .
described in the above-referenced,' ,
document. Records must be maintained.
for the'term of today's decision,'or three
years after they are generated;
whichever is longer. They also must be
retained for the duration or any
enforcement action related to this part
of today's decision. .

b. RCBA Constituents...:..short-term,
characterization. In response to .
comments regarding the accuracy of the
waste composition estimates'provided
by DOE in its no-migration petition, EPA
is modifying its proposal.to require that
DOE analyze headspace gases in
containers that are shipped to the WIPP
and compare the results oHhis analysis
to the estimated values provided in the
no-migration petition. Since it was the
values in the petition that EPA '
evaluated in today's decision, DOE must
ensure 'that the analytical data derived
from the actual test-phase wastes are
similar to the petition estimates. Wastes

. that are not compositionally similar may'
, not'be placed in the WIPP.

(1) Bin-scale tests. DOE must compare
actual measurements of headspace
concentrations of volatile organics in

'each of the drums containing wastes to
be used in the bin-scale tests to the
headspace concentrations reported in
DOE's petition. The comparisons mu'st
be made in terms of both maximum and
mean concentratlons; {EPA considers
only headspace concentrations to be
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neceuary because migration through air
was determined to be the only viable
route of migration during the test phase.)

The comparison of the maximum
concentrations is designed to ~nsure

that the wastes to be emplaced in the
WIPP are in fact Bimilar10 the wastes
described in the petition. fu its proposed
decIsion, EPA noted concerns with the
precision and accuracy of some of the
analytical data in the petition and took
this unca'tainty into account during its
evaluation. To address concerns over
the ql1sUtyofits data, DOE will be
conductIng an extensive
characterization program on wastes to
be shipped to the WIPPfor the bin-scale
and alcove tests under gI'eatly improved
quality assurance/qualify control {QAt
QC) procedures. (See e.g., DOE's Pre:
Test Waste Characterization Plan,
Revision 6, in the docket to t<lday's
decision.) Because of improved data
quality, EPA .expects the~ neW data to
differ somewhat from those contained in
the petition. However, the Agency
believes that the measured maximum
concentrations identified in individual
drums in DOE's pretest waste
characterization program should be
generally comparable to the maximum
values reported in the petition.

There are no established criteria for
quanl1latively defining "comparability"
in this context. EPA. however, has
concluded that. If the measured
headspace concentration in a given
drum are no more than a factor of two
over the maximum reported for the. druIDin the petition, the wastes are
reasonably comparable. In selecting a
factor oftwo. EPA notes that some
diIfcrenccs between the new data and
that contained in the petition are '
expected. This is oocause the new data
will represent a larger sample and
analytical rellulbl may be more accurate.
(As noted in EPA's proposal, the
precision and accuracy llf the analytical
data in trnt petition were not always ,
well d1lCUmented.) For these reasons,
EPA has concluded that it is reasonable
to expect some eoncentrations will be
measured that win exceed the maximum
values reported in the peti,tion. EPA,
however. also believes that the data
should not be 'SIgnificantly different and
<:oncludesthat a factor of two
represents a reasonable expectation.

Accordingly, DOE may place the
contentl of individual drwns into bins
for the bin-scale tests if themeasured
headapace concentrations do not exceed
the reported maximums by more than a
factor of two.8 Testing and vertification

• AI with tho condltlon related to flammability
dlsc:ulted proylously. DOE must demonstrate thaI
8.mplec collected lor thellll anal)'3eD are

must be completed before the waste is
shipped to the WIPP. If the measured
concentration of an~ 0.£ the pertinent
hazardous constituents in a drum

'headspace exceeds {he allowable
maximum, the conte/.lts of the drum from

.which the sample was' collected cannot
be shipped to or emplaced in the WIPP.
unless DOE subsequ,ently treats the
waste.go as to reduce headspace,
concentrations to be10w the maximum
levels. Alternatively, DOE may petition
EPA to modify the conditions uf its
determination. Any such modification
would require public comment. Further.
DOE must maintain records of all
relevant test dat~ atithegenerating site
or the'WIPP for the t,erm of today's'
determinatiiln, tJr tlu;ee years after the
'data are generated, 'Whichever is longer.
In addition, records must BIsa be
retained for :the duration of any
enforcement action for which they are
relevant.

The maximum allowable
concentrations for hazardous'
constituent by waste type {the maximum

.reported concentrations multiplied by
two) a,re presented hi Table 2.

TABlE2.-MAXl~~UM HEADSPACE
CoNceN'ljRATIONS

rin volulllEl percent]

Constituent TYpe: Type Type T~pe, I r II III ,V

!'

Garbon
tetrachlorldB__... :C.08 0.18 'O.5S' S.18

Methylene
0.84 :chloride.•..•_..._... O.~: 0.50 1.42

1.1.1-
Tfidhforoethane.•. ~.88 ' 5.68 2.12 14.96

Trichloroethylene.... :a.M. 0.34 U.28 O.2S
1.1.2-TrichIoro-

1.2,2-
trifluoroetllana... 0.05 1.62 5.~4 20.80

I
EPA's no-migration finding for air

releases was based upon the mean
headspace concentra:tions of volatile .
constituents. reported, by DOE. ,
Accordingly, EPA.ha$ concluded that
comparison of the new, pre-test.
charai:terlzation datm with the mean
concentrations reported in the petition is '
also necessary t,o ensure that EPA's
estimates of volatile ~missionsare valid
for the actual test-ph?se wastes. In .
'determining a rea:san~ble factor for this ,
comparison, EPA considered the "safety
margin" indicated by: the no-migration
demonstration. For the constituents of
concern, this safety ~rgin ranges from
approximately elev~ to well over
sixteen million, varyir.g by constituent.
EPA has no reason to believe that the

, I
representative 'Of the l'ltltirebeadspace within the
drum. lncluiling the headSJ'~cewithin inner bags.

i

headspace cont:ElDtrations for 1,1,1
trichloroethane and 1.1.1-trichloro-l,2,2
trifluoroethime'{with safety factors of
six and seven orders of magnitude,

·respectively} could be high enough to
alter the no-migration finding. For the
other constituents {carbontetrachloride,
methylene chioride, and
trichloroethylene), the safety factors are ,
lower {one, two, and two orders of
magnitude. respectively}. EPA, therefore,
has concluded that DOE must compare
the new headspace data for these
constituents to the mean values reported
in the petition. II To ensure that the no-
·migration finding remains valid for these

. constituents; EPA is requiring that the
mean values for the test phase wastes
ca:nnot exceed ten times the mean '

·value.s reported in'the petition.
,EPA is confident that the factor of ten

(back-calculated from the modeling for
carbon tetrachloride) is sufficiently
conservative for all three ,of the
constituents. Even though no additional
safety factor has been added for carbon
tetrachloride. EPA notes that the .'
modeHng upon which the calculation
was based contains .several
conservative assumptions {e.g., that both
test rooms are filled to capacity). EPA
also notes that, during the test phas~,
emissions will be monitored and it will
be clear well in advance ifemission
levels are approaching the no-migration
limits; and corrective measures could be
taken. Therefore, EPA is comfortable
with a safety factor of teI;1 for the
comparison of the mean values.

DOE must compare the predicted
mean values {multiplied by ten) against
the average of the mea8ured
concentrations of the headspaces of all

, drums or a single waste type used to
make up each hin. That is, ,the mean
from the population of drums going to
each bin (by waste type) mWit be
compared with the reported mean for
that waste type. If the calculated mean
exceeds the reported mean hy more than
a factor of ten, tha.t bin cannot be
emplaced at the WIPP under today's
decision. Te~ting and verification ,must
be completed before the waste is
shipped to or empla~d in the WIPP. As
with comparisons of maximum
concentrations, DOE mllSt maintain
records of all relevant test data at the
generating site or at the WIPP facility
for the term of tod,ay's determination, or
for three years after generation,
whichever is longer.

The allowable average ()oD'centrations
for each waste type in ~rums to be used

• See footnote 8.
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EPA has concluded that tbe.data
collected from the drums selectoo !or..tbe
bin-scale tests can be appropriately
extrapolated to the drurnsJortbe alcove
tests" . "

Co RCRA Constituents-Longlterm
characterization. In its proposed
decision. EPA-expressed some conc;;ern· '
over the liinited waste characterization
data provided by DOE in support of its
petition. While EPA concluded that the
data were sufficient for the no.:.migration
demonstration for the testpbase. ita~
believed that further characterization
was required, before any finding could .
be made for the operational andpos.....
closure pha8es. EPA believes that this
further characterization will be
necessary both to further confirm DOEs
estimates ofwaste composition and to '
ensure that the wastes are sufficiently'
similar to, anow the results of test-phase
experimentation to be extrapolated to,
the wastes that DOE wishes to emplace
at the WIPP in the operational phase.
That is, the Agency wished to ensure
that the test-phase wastes are .
accurately represented by the estfinates.
and are representative of the remainder
of the wastes. ! 2. In addition, more
accurate source term data may prove
necessary, EPA believes, in long-term

,modeling exercises. Tvwa!d these- ends,
the Agency proposedta require DOE to
report aU characterization data that will
be collected. .

After carefully reviewing public
comments, EPA continues to believe
that the data provided by DOE in its .
petition are sufficient rorits finding with
respect to the WlPP test phase. where '
air emissions are the major concern
(e8pecildly given the 8tiindarns on
heads,pace concentrationS' and
flammability imposed In today's
decision}. The additional waste
characterizaUon data under ,
development by DOE duriJlg th.e test
phase will be important for any review
of a subsequent no-migration petition fo~

operational and post-closure periods, '
. where groundwater,migration and other
issues may arise; however, the data are
not needed for today's deCision•.

TABte:3.-MEAN HEADSPACE
, CONCENTRATIONS

[In volume percent}

, Constituent Tyee Type Type Type
" < Itt. . <,IV

Carbon
tetrachloride ........ 024 0:26 0:30 6.00

Methylene'
chloride••___ 0,39 M2 0.33 0.00

Trichloroethylene_ . 0.25 0.28 G,29 0.3&

, in a single bin are presented in Table
'3.10 '

Accordingly, EPA hss notincluded' ,
detailed requil'ements,fOr:W'asfe .
characterization of tbeteSt-pnase, , .
wastes (beyond the beadspace
Concentrations andflamniability limits)
orof wastes generated at the tenDOE
sites as a conditiOn for today's final

, decision. However, DOE is developing
waste characterizatioll plans: including" .

, sample collectiol)., 'preservatiiJn~ and
analytical procedures, to demonstrate
the extent to which the test plial!re .
wastes are representative of the other
wastes front tbe ten sites, and to OOnfinn
·the actual 'levels ofRCRA ,coJiBtituents
hi headspace gases and sludges. If
certain wastes that are generiJ.tedattbe..
ten sites are not representeEI (as'defined
in footnote 12} by UJe wastes that were
tested during the fest phase, they could'

,'not be shippefHo tbeWlPPwitbout
further Agency evaluation, including the
possibility for,public comment or' .
treatment of the wasfe~

Over the past several months. EPA-
and the state of New Mexico-has '
reviewed a number of documents
concerning DOE's pre-testwaste
characterization plans. EPA will
continue to prQvide comments to nOE to

.assist DOE in' evaluating whether the .
waste characterization data that DOR .
wHrbe coUectingare sufficient to make
a Iong-tenn finding forilie WIPP. If
adequat~data are nat collected, EP,A
wW not be 'in a position .to approye any .
no-migration petition for ,tneoperational
and post"cIosure phases, ffllOE submits
such a petiticn. At a minimum, the
wastes ,should be analyzed for the
folloWing constituents:' , '.
Acetone Hymazine .
'Benzene Methanol
Bromoform ' Metl!ylene .chloride
BufimoJ 4-MetbyJ..2..penfanone
Nitrobenzene' 1.1,1-TriE:bIonJetbaoe-
.1::t.Z.2-Telraehloroeth'lJle Trichloroethylene "
Tetrachloroethylene "l.t;z...Tricnolciro-l,2,2-·
Toluene trif!uoroethane
2-Butanone' 1;3,5-'rrimelhyJbenzene
Carbon.'tetrachloride 1:.2';.4-:rrimethylbenzene
Chlorof9rit\, ' ,'J!1,:l'yle!le
Chlorobenzene o-Xylene
CydoItexane ". p-Xyil!De
1.1-Dichloroetharie . ' Cadmium
1,2-Dichloroethane ChroJnium

. 1.2-Dicbloroethene Lea~

. ciB-l,2-DichIoroe\harie Murcury
,12 By ''i-epresentative.H EPA is rereirmg to those Ethyl benz;me-' , 'Selenl'um

.0 The allowable cgn«:eDtralions are the ~~ed' factors \hal should contribute·to migration of ' Eth;Vl elMi' .' SJ1vet .
meim conceiltmtions for-eadl was.te type multiplied hazardous·Ctmstlluenfs..1'he purpose oC the test· ·F~rmaldehydiJ. : . , ;"
by len. IiI calcillallng the mean headspare phase experiments is t& enJu8te saa-seneration

, cO,ncentra,lion...EPA used one-balf thediltectimi pi'oeesses andprovidea. dalaballe' of information Testingfor these'consfltue:nts: sh.oul~, .
. IiJilit imlicated in the mriDlgra~on pelillon to' , 'Ihat can be Wledto prl\dicl,ga~gt!Ileratiallpotential. inClude'I1eadspacll analysis of aU v.'2ste .

represent cencentralions where the constituent.was· ,of t~ wastes \hat are pfann~d to be ,emplaced " typeS for theoi'oanic com.poUrids; as '
not detected. . dunng the operaticnatpbase. Thus. the ISStre of ," Q',. " J "- ,

11 AlthOugh today'~ deaslonlJdoelr not require' .' whether the test-phase wastes al'll "reprelientative"".· , well.as ,tetal ;malySls.of:the S uuaes .or"
. DOE to-ebaracleri2e RCRA consljtueDt~in the <deals with whether the results Of \he lest'phase" , both·the ofgl;lnfc compounds,<and,the'

drums 10 be Ulled in the aJcove \eBb. DOE has experiments can b~ extmpolated to the remaining. . .metals. l .3 Since these date.are- not <
infonned,EPA thaI il intends 10 leslsQme stalistlcal' wastes. To Ihal end" DOEll approach i.s based UPoD' ',' " . < ...

number o'f drums that are· to be used in the aleove an '''envelope~or "bounding" concept wherein '. , ' , ' '
tesl. In add~ion. &IJ discussed earlier;DOE wiD.be W8stl!ll whose- chaJ'Bclerization {forgai-generalfon " ::' .':>As .lndiel!tedm,~ ill ~f,~'y'a,~"

, requll'ed to telll the headspace of drums used itl the potential}!li: withintbat envelope wOuld be.",. lhe !ll8le of'New Me>dt:& ill respousibleforenfllt'Cing
alcove tesls fol"llammabilily. considered '"reJli'll8BDled" by lbe test"1Jbase wasle&.' ' , 'eo.-ued

(l} Alcove tests. EPA has found~,

emissions from the alcove tests to be
inconsequential in comparison tathe
bin-scale tests. Accordingly, EPA is not
requiring testing of the headspace of

.drums used i~ the alcove tests to
demonstrate comparability with
reported concentrations in DOE's
petition. I I Before any drulns can be
shipped to the WIPP fOr alcove tests,
however. DOE must verify (by waste
type), through results of the bin-scide
tests' conducted up tg that point. that the
measured mean concentrations for,

, specific hazardou.s CXInstituentsdo not
,exceed the reported JDea,n values by
more than a factof of ten. (See Table 3.)
(This condition would not require DOE
to conduct all bi~NlcaIe tests before the
alcove tests coult.l proceed; however,
based on discussionS' with DOE, EPA
believes that mOlit pf the bin-scale tests
wUI be conducted before the alcove
t!;lsts begin.} EPJ\ i~ also not requiring
DOE to test the dnnns to determine
maximum concentrations for specific
hl;lzardous consti\~ents, because it
believes that sufficient data wilrhave '
be,en compiled from tests cOntlucted in '
bin-scale drums to determine if there is
a. concern-In this regard. EPA notes that
the,drums for bQth, t,he bin-scale and the
alcove tests will be randomly selected
from thepopuIation ofeach appropriate
waste type'. Thel!'~fore, there is no reason
'to believe that tbewastesusedinthe' "

<alcove tests will be any more. or less '
accurately chara.cterized by the data in
,the petition than will be the wastes used
in the bin-scale tests. For this reason.
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necessary for today's finding, but rather
will be evaluated as part of a
subsequent review of a petition for the
operational and post-closure periods (if'
DOE chooses to submit such a petition),
EPA has concluded that the specifics of

. this tcsting should not constitute a
condition in today's'decision.

8. Reporting Requirements

Reporting requirements associated
with EPA's final no-migration
determination are unchanged from the
proposal-that is, annual w~itten reports
Bre required on the status of DOE's
performance assessment during the test
phase-except that the final
determination requires that DOE send
reports to EPA's Region VI office in
Dallas, Texas, as well as to the EPA
Office of Solid Waste at EPA
headquarters. Because Region VI will
have direct enforcement authority over
the WIPP, EPA believes that it is
important for reports to go directly to
the regional offi«;:e as well as to EPA
headquarters.

V. Discussion of Major Issues

EPA received more than 400
comments on Its proposal, some
supporting.EPA's proposed decision and
olhers opposing It. Commenters raised a
wide variety of issues, including the
general scope of EPA's review and its
proposed decision: the suitability of the
site; the consistency of EPA's proposed,
approach with the statutory no
'migration standards; adequacy of waste
characterization: the feasibility and
likelihood of retrieval: the impact of
possible human intrusion; and many
other issues. The major issues raised by
the public are discussed below as well '
as in other sections of this notice. These
and the other issues raised by.
commenters are also discussed in detail
in a Rcsponse to Comment document
prepared by EPA. This document is
available in the public docket to this
decision.

A. Appropriateness of "Exemption" for
DOE

A number of commenters criticized
EPA for proposing to grant to DOE what
they regarded as an "exemption" from
the hazardous waste regulations for its
WIPP operations. They q1.!estioned'why
EPA would grant an "exemption" or
"variance" to DOE for radioactive
wastell, given the risks of this material.
Numerous commenters also questioned

.
RCM Interim status standards at the WIPP and for
Issuing a RCM permilio Ihe facility. In carrying out
these responslbllltles, the State may t:equlre
additional or more stringent waste characterization
rnqulremcntl. '

DOE's recor4 at other sites, and argued
that DOE should be required to comply
with all appHcable regulations-without
special "exemptions" or "variances"
before it was allowed to place waste in
the WIPP repository for any purposes.

EPA stress,es that it is not granting an
"exemption"; to DOE from the hazardous
waste regulations. This action, however,
is a "variance" only in a very narrow
sense. HswA establishes two routes by
which a regulated party may dispose of,
waste in cOII'\pliance with the land
disposal restrictions: It may pretreat
wastes according to specified treatment,
standards, or it may dispose of the
waste in a unit that meets the stringent ,
no-migrationlstandard. DOE has chosen
the second route of complying with
these restrictlons-an option that is in
some respect's the more stringent of the
two. Fot exa~ple, if DOE were to
choose treatrp.ent as its approach, DOE
would no longer be required to
demonstrate ~at no hazardous
constituents would'migrate from the
WIPP before ~e treated waste (which
might still remain hazardous) could be
placed underground. In any case, EPA
reemphasizes that its action tociay in no ,
way exempts: DOE from the hazardous
wasteregulat,ions; instead, it is a
determinatioI). by EPA that the.
placement of 'untreated mixed'waste in
the WIPP durlng the test phase complies
with the statqtory and regulatory
restrictions on land disposal under
RCRA.Furthermore. it should be ,noted
that the WIP,I> must also comply with the
other hazardous wastes standards of
RCRA, as wet! as other applicable
standards. Other standards applicable
to the WIPP are described in Section I.D
of this notice. ,

EPA recognizes the concerns of many
commenters over acknowledged
problems at other DOE sites. EPA.
how~ver, doel! not believe that problems,
at other sites should rule out approval of

, a no-migration petition for the WIPP.
The.issue at Hand is whether there will
be any migration of hazardous
constituents from the WIPP disposal
unit. EPA has carefully and'
independently reviewed all the
information from other sources. As a
conseqUence bf this review, EPA has
concluded that DOE has demonstrated,
to a reasonab~e degree of certainty, that
hazardous cO\lstituents will ndt migrate
from the dispGsal unit, under the '
condit.ions prescribed in Section VI of

, this notice. i .
B. Timing ofEPA Decision

A number Qf commimters expressed
concern about what they considered to

, be EPA's undue haste in proposing to
grant DOE's ~o-migration petition for

theWIPP, ilnd they. criticized EPA's
tentative schedule for a final decision.

,They suggested that EPA may have
taken undue shortcuts in the regulatory

,process, or that DOE's petition was
given an insufficient level of technical
review.

EPA disagrees with these
commenters. The Agency deliberated on
DOE's original petition for more than a
year before its proposed no-migration
determination for the WIPP in April
1990, and it spent anadditional Jive "
months in the review of public
comments before reaching a final
decision. In the course of this review,
EPA conducted a complete and thorough
evaluation Of DOE's petition, material "
provided by DOE in support of its
petition, independent studies of the
WIPP, arid public comments on the
proposed no-migration determination. In
addition, EPA staff conducted thi-ee '
investigatory visits to the WIPP site. The
results of EPA's review are summarized
in today:s notice and in the Agency's
proposed deCision in AP.r.il1990.

'Technical details are provided in,EPA's
Response to Comments Document and
its Background Document, both of which
are available in the docket for this '
rulemaking.

EPA acknowledges that it placed a
high priority on the review of DOE's
WIPP petition. The Agency disagrees,
however, that it took any undue
shortcuts in the review or omitted any
sionificant procedural steps. EPA's
d:cision was made in full accord with
the proced\ll'es for no-migration
determinations, codified at 40 CFR 268.6;
and with EPA's procedures for site- '
specific decisions under RCRA.EPA
modeled its procedures for handling the
WIPP no-migration petition (as well as '
other no-migration petitions now under
review) on its procedures for ha!1dling
RCRA delisting petitions. These
procedures ensure a thorough and
complete Agency review, with public
notice and full opportunity for public
comment.

C. Scope ofDetermination '

, In its proposed rio-migration
determination for theWIPP, EPA noted
that it did not consider the release and
possible risks asso~iated with, '
radioactivity; rather, its review '
addressed the release of hazardous
constituents from the disposal unit. EPA
pointed out in its proposal that the
statutory language on no-migration
referred to the release of hazardous
constituents, which do not include
radioriuclides, and risks of radioactivity
from the materials DOE is placing in the
WIPP fall within the scope of the Atomic
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decision. iMluding a decision .regardif!8·· ,. migration;· Alternative Bpproacbes to' .:
the WIPP. The Ageney believes. deep geologicalburial-are more ' c:::.
however, that thestandEVds issued by. . .appropri~tely addressed 'Ulldertbe .":
:EPA under the,Atomic Energy Act and'NEPApmcess. •. i, ..

~~:nC:~~~!:.;::,;:::eo~~:~n . . D•• EP.4 ?Ver~jg~iovir thtlTest#h,rI~ti,
health and the ·environment for radiation· . Sevenll.oommenters OfEPA'8 ..
risks at the.WlPPsite. AireniiSsioQs: ' . proposed determination argOedtMt,' ..
from the·WlPPduring tbetest phase Will' EPA shoWd assert dire~oversight over
have to comply With the Clean Air Act· the tes&g amhxPerlmentation during .

·standards fer radioactive releases in 4&'. the test phase. For example-some' ,
CF~ part 61 and ·(under agreement with: commenters argUed. that-before. any" .
the State of New Mexico) withAEA waste W1lS placed in the repository,. EPA
standards issued mlder 40 CPR part 191 should n)ake a finding th~t in-situ, testing: .
subpart A. In chapter 6 ofits Final . .at the'reiJository:wa9'bo~necessary .
Safety· Analysis Report. DOE calculated ' and sufficient. Others ·identified·what·
radionuclide emissions from the WIPP they co~sidered ta be flaws in DOE's .
according to EPA-approved models to test p1ans--e.g.. -sealing the alcoves in

· document compliance with Clean·Air . the idcove-scaletests-and-argued that
.Actand AEA standards. DOE is also • EPA shouIdnot allow waste to:be . . . -
preparing a NHSHAP notice f!f ., . placed in the repository before those
anticipatedstart~upto me with EPA, in .flaws were addressed. .,

·accordance with Clean Air Act Although EPA believes tbat DOE has.
standards. Finally; long-termrelease8 of generally laid out Ii reasOnable test.. .
radionuclides win be oontrQlled'Wlder program for the WIPP.it disagrees. with '
AEA disposal standards codified at 40 .commenters. wOO argue that the Ageney
CFR part 191 subpart R These. .. ~ust lind. as part ~f today's ,...
regulations. which wer~spemfically: . ·d'eterminatron.that DOE's' t'est:pmmrare: .
designed to address potential' , 'necessaryandsUmcient: The q-uestion "
radioactive releases.Bie the appropriate before EPA is wbether,th~ will,be any' .'.
authority for addressing any such 'migratibn of hazardons cdnBtitiren.ts .. ,.,'
releases at the WIPP'site.·; . .',beyorid the unit boundary fOr Bs'long as

. EPAa}so acknowIedges'iniblic-: the waste remains. hazardOus, not
. concerns abounransportationsafety .. . whether alternatives to in-situ.te~ing

·andagree$lb~t ~t is impOrtant for.D{)E·: are ilvaila6le,car'whetoorDOE's1e$fing-
to take every necessary measure to. prOgram hasshorteqmings.lfJ,JOE can· :: .
ensure the safety of shipments to the demonstrate-no migration·for-the test
WlPP. The question of tran~portationp.hase,which EPA concludes itbas

· risks, however. lies outside the srope of.done.·then,it htis metthe'stanitory .
EPA's no-migration authority. and .. standard for placement ofuntreafed
therefore the Agency bas not addressed hazardous-wastes in the WIPP.
them in it8review. Instead, overell. At the same time, the results 'ofthe'
issues of transportation saf~tyfor,the " te~ phase wiHbeeriticari.n·reView ofl'l"
WIPP project are addr,essed"underthe . no~mfgratiolipetitionfOf long'-term . . .
National Environmental Pol~cy Act ..disposal !It the \yIPP, WDO~chooses. to
(~1WA) through the Environmental submit'ime. EPA. tberefore, has putlJ()E
Inlpact Statement process and bytbe on:notice" thatdata hmthe·bin·and '
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Whk:h -, alcove tests: must he ofgoodquality~For
by agreement with DOE has oversight example, if the adequacy ofaleov'e seals .
over shipping containers'and-the waste .camiot be demon:s~ted,ap,y data,
form dOling transportation. derived from the alcove tests will be 'of '

Finally, EPA has reviewed comments . ques.tionabfe value. Simiiar}y. it is
suggestfngthat alternative's other than ·essential for the lo~termfinding that
*e WIPP-for example, Jqng,-tequ.. .~ ' DOE adequately cCha~aterfzetest waste
sterage ofTRUwas~e~'8t'the. sHean!' . 'for RCRA constituents. Toward this 'end,
genel'ation-should be chosenforEpAh~llJdesCribed in same-detail in .
management ofTRU wastes. The' section IV.B:7 uf this notiCe the types' .
Agency continues to believe that deep and quality of data on waste .

, geological burial ·is ,a promiSing strategy .characterizattonit expe'cls-~to,see in any ..
fQr the disposal ofrl:idioactiv.e waste. petitionfodong-~rmdisposal. I.', ::.

But. in any case. the question ofwhether However, for the.re~stmsdiscussed· " ..
acceptable ·altemativestothe WlPP: above; the Agency'has l:oncfuded that it
exist,orwhetherotherapproa·ches is' not appropriate to address the scope
·might be preferable. lies outside the "Qr details orDOE's,testp!ans intoday's",
seopeof EPA's review.Under the· ,.. , demsion-:::-except insofar-asthe:Y inv:olv~' .
statute.DOE may plaCe-untreated'ntixed· possible IIligration of .waste 'from'tbe

· waste. in the WlPP reposftoryif itcari disposalunit or the reuievability'oftlie "
',. meet the:statutorystandardsfor.no 'waste:' '" ".
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Energy Act rather.thanRCRA. The.
Agency furtheinoted thatnsks

.assoGtated with transportation lay
outside the scope of its no-migration
review. Finally, EPA did not seekto
determine. whether the approach ...
proposed by DOE-that is. deep

_geologie disposal of TRU wastes at the:
WIPF site-was the best possible
alternative for handling that waste.

. Despite EPA's explanation of tbe scope
of its no-migration review, numerous
commenters raised isSues related to
radioactivity, transportation. and
alternatives to the WIPP. EPA
understands that concerns of these
cornmenters; however, its continues to .
believe these concerns lie outside the :
scope of its regal authority and are·
bethlr'addressed in other forums. , ,

Radioactivity was a major concern dr:
many commenters..A number. in: .
particular. argued that, since EPA's '.

,charge is to P~'otect human health and:
the envilwnment, it must address the ::
release of radionuclides in any .
evaluation of ilie non-migl'ation
potential- Qf'waste from the WlPP~EPA.
how·ever. believes that the potential for,
radioactive releas~sfrom sOUrce. special
nuclear. and byproduct material is not
within the: scope Gf'the non-migration
deterrnirfaUon.F"Iist. as 'EPA explained

,in its pro,posed no-migration nn:dfl1& for
the WIPP. the Agency's autMrity'Over'

. mixed wastes urid~i'RCRA. e~tends. only
to the hazart;Wuscomponents of the
waste, not to the radionuclides
exempted from RCRA. (EPA explained
this position more funy in its mixed
waste clarification notice of July 3. 1986,
5.3 F~.37lJ45. See,also,$ectJQnI,B,a,bove).
Second. release·'ofradiunucUdes. is not
withil'l the specific-mandate'oftlieno- .
migration language in RCRA or the
regulatory standards eodified at 40 em .
268.6. Under the statute, EPA. maY not
find a method of dispoSed protective of
human health unless"* ., * it has been
·demonstrated to,the Administrator, to a
reasonable degree of certainty, that
there will be no migration of hazardous
constitue·nts from the disposal unit" * "

. fol" as long all tbe "1'V8ste remai,!s. .
hJizardous:' Ha2fa~dousconstituents are
a term of art under the statute. referring
tocompo!1nds lisfed in 40 CFR part 261,
appendix VIII. No type of radionudirle
is Iisteq. in the appendiX. Moreover. EPA
regulatio~s at. 40 CFR,~W).6do not
contemptate evaluation of the
radioactive risks,of ,agiv.en Jmit.

EPA 8ckno-iNleEfges that itoos a
general autborityand responsibility
under R.CRA and other acts to protect, .
human.heaJtb.antl the environmen~.and·
that this stand!,!rd is an overrid.ing
consideration in any no-migration' ,- ,
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Castile formation underlying the Salado.
One bore hole in the immediate vicinity
of the repository-WIPP 12
,encountered a large brine pocket in the
Castile. Geophysical measurements
suggest that this pocket extends
underneath the 'repository itself.
Commenters expressed the concern that
this brine might, in the long run, threaten

,the WIPP through dissolution processes
or, if a bore hole were drilled at ,some
future date through,the repository into
the brine pocket, pressurized brine
might force contamination to the
surface. '

After reviewing the comments and
other data in the record, EPA continues

, to believe that the brine pockets in the
Castile formation-although they
contain a substantial amount of fluid
do not offer a significant threat to the
repository. Castile deformation, which
led to the formation of the brine pockets,
was initiated millions of years ago in
association with major tectonic tilting of
strata in the Delaware Basin. The region
is tectonically inactive at-present,
implying that neW dev~lopment of major
Castile features isnot occurring. In
addition, the brine pool is completely.
saturated with respect to halite and·
therefore has no potential to dissolve
the surrounding host rock. Since the
Castile and Salado Formations are
hydrologically distinct. there is no ' , ,
credible hydrologic connection between
the two formations. Finally, because of
restrictions on access, ,there is no
realistic possibility of a borehole
reaching brine pockets below the.
repository during th~ test period. . "
Therefore, this issue does not arise for
today's lietermination. DOE's
performance assessment, however, is
addressing the possible effects of such a.
borehole after repository closure.

A Dumber of commenters also
expressed concern about the effects of
brine inflow into the repository and the
validity of permeability values used for
the Salado Formation. EPA has

. revieWed the.information pertinent to
this discussion and believes that, while
a good understanding of brine inflow,

. into the repository exists, additional
studies must be conducted to
understand thetrue'nature ofbrine
inflow and to quantify inflow. in a
manner more indicative offacility
conditions. These tests will be
performeddu.ring ,the WIPP test phase.
.They will be important in any decision
,on the long-term acceptability o( the
WIPP sHe. Brine inflow, however, will
not be a problem durinn the test phase'
and thus: is not an issue for fodl;iY.'S'
decision. . , '
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E. Sile SuilabJ1ily sinkholes in',Na:sh praw, several
In reaching its proposed k,ilometers from th,e WIPP site;

determination. EPA reviewed more than dissolution features 'identified in the
300 studies of the WIPP site. not only by WIPP 33 drill hole, jlls't outside the site
DOE and its contractors. but also by boundary; and -,'Barrows Bathtub," a '
independent researchers and groups depression about one kilometer from the

, such as the U.S. Geological Survey and proposed underground disposal area.
the Environmental Evaluation Group. Such featui-es;acc(>rding to commenters,
The overwhelming,conclusion that EPA demonstrate that the WIPP site is found
drew from these studies is that the WIPP in a mature karst area and that wastes
has been located in a remarkably stable' can be expected to leak from the WIPP
formation. and that it is a promismg site shortly after closure. ,
for the permanent disposal of . As a result of commenters' concerns,
radioalrtive waste. Although there EPA reevaluated the question of Iearst in
remain some questions about the site, reaching its final decision. This
which DOE will be addressing during reevaluation included a field
the tellt phase, EPA expressed its investigation of the WIPP site, in,the
conclusion that fue site was sufficiently company of one ofthe commenters. The
well characterized for the test phase to tour covered the mbst important
proceed. Thus, EPA agreed with the, features that the commenters'believed
National Academy of Sciences and were karstic in the vicinity of the WIPP.
DOE'II Blue Ribbon Panel that it makes The closest of these was approximately
sense to begin testing in the WIPP one kilometer from the surface buildings
repository as soon as regulatory at the facility'. On the ba.sis of this
requirements are satisfied. review, EPA has concluded that karst is

Several commenters on the petition,: not now an issue a~the WIPP, and is
however, raised issues associated with unlikely to become:one for many
the suitability of the WIPP site. thousands of years) if, ever.
Commenters. for example. expressed EPA recognizes the presence of some
concern about the possibility of karst localized; surface dissolution features in,
formation in the vicinity of the WIPP the general area' of ~he WIPP,
site and the general role of dissolution particularly in Nash Draw. This is not
processes in the area: the assumed' surprising, given that the geologic units
exlstence of a pressurized brine pool within the area are 'composed of rock'
below the repository: and the rate of that would be susceptible to dissolution
brine inflow into the repository. These under the correct hydrologic and'
issues are discussed briefly below and geochemical conditions. However,
ore addressed in more detail ih EPA's' evidence suggests that these are ancient
Response to Comment documenffor this features and that current rates of
rulemaking. ' . dissolution are extremely slow. For

A number of commenters expressed. example, dissolution rates at the Nash
concern that the WIPP landscape had Draw have been estimated at one~third
the characteristics of a karst terrain. A of a foot every one thousand years; rateS
karat terrain is a kind oftopography that that would not threaten the,WIPP
is typically formed over limestone. 'repository for jnillions' of years. In
dolomite. or gypsum through qi8so1utio~ addition. the widespread occurrence of
processesj it is usually characterjzed by caliche-a surfa~e ~eatureindicating
closed depressions or sinkholes; caves, arid conditions and limited surface .
and underground drainage. The dissolution~in the ~IPParea suggest'
implication for the WIPP, according to the stability of,the sUrface landsc'ape
commenters. is that contamination from . over at least the last 10,000 years. At the·
the repository if it reached the overlying' same time, borings,~rilled at and near
RusUer formation. could be transported ' the WIPP site have failed to encounter
rapidly to the accessible environment. solution channels indicative of a,karst
Commentera also suggested that ground environment. Finally, it should be noted
water in overlying karst formations' that the Salado Formation lies 260
might attack the repository shaft seals, ' meters below the surface. shielded by .

'after closure, and enter the Salado ,; relatively impermeable rocks. Thus, the
Formation-the salt bed in which the repository horizon is isolated £rom any
WIPp repos!lory has been constructed. ongoing dissolution,process. The fact
,Thill might lead to dissolution of the that the Salado Formation in the area of
halite, allowing a potential pathway for ,the WIPP has remained largely .
migration past the unit boundary. '. unaffected by dissolution processes over'

The.commenters argument that-the its 225-million-year history is evidence '
WIPP area is karstic is based primarily of its stability...• '. ! . .
on the presence ofseveral, ' Numerous comm~nters 'also expressed
acknowledged and alleged dissolution concern about tIre pI;esence and possible
feature! in the WIpp area. These include effects 'ofpressuri~ed brine in the

, I
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Finally, commenters expressed removed from the unit at the end of the concentrations 'high enough to' render
concern that DOE's petition and EPA's test period, migration of hazardous' the waste hazardous;·(See 53·FR 28122, .

.proposed decision did not fully address constituents from the uqit after that time July 26, 1988.} Critics ofthisapproach :
the long-term closure scenario expected is clearly impossible, because there are argued that Congress clearly meant that
at the repository. Comnienters cited no longer any hazardous constituents ll.1' not asinglemolepule of a hazardous
data predicting high rates of gas: . the uniUo migrate. Consequently, in the . constituent coutdmigr.atefrom the. unit;
generation and argued that this gas. . case of temporary placement,Jor' ··as lorig as. the waste remaining in the.
might delay or prevent creep closure of example during the WIPP test phas.e. the unit was·hazardous. Underiliis· . ", .•
the repository. As a worst case, gas; . appropriate question is whether standard, DOE's WIPP nO.jinig~atiori...
generation exceeding lithostatic hazardous constituent!! will migrate .' : petitien.could.n~thavebeen approved, .
pressure mightfra,cture surrounding salt during the, period of temporary because at least some molecules of
or threaten the seal system of the. placement. (As discussed elsewhere.in volatileorganics,listed as hazardous'·
repository. In fact, DOE, EPA, and other today's notice, EPA has concluded that constituents will migrate via· the air·'
groups have recognized th'a~ the issue of hazardous constituents w~ll not migrate . route during operations--although most· ' . i ..

gas generation, and its relatiqn tq . from the unit during the test phase.) At likely·at several orders ofmagnitude .'
repository performance, must be the same time. of course, it is important below levels of detection~ .. .
adequately addressed before permanent. to see that removal at the'end of the test In today's'decision, EPAisretaining
disposal of waste takes place at the .period is r~asonably assUred.. EPA judge.its proposed definItion of "rio niigration":
WIPP. The major purpose. of DOE's in~ DOE's no-migra,tion petition.for the. '\>£ ha~ardous.constituents. As explainei;l'
situ tests in the WIPP with actual . WIPP On these grounds. (See Section', . in detail In the preamble to the· proposed
wastes is to ~xplore the issue of g~s.\ V.Cfor discussion of this point.} decision, EPA believes that this . . ....
generation-:'roday's decision will allow One group of commentersargued. .' approach is fully consist~nt wi!h the ..,
these tests to proceed. The Agency . . further that, uEPA were to continue language of the statute and is protective
believes that the end of the test phase is with its "conditionat' approach. it of human'healtli 'and the environment•.
the appropriate time for it to 'make a should rev~ew POE's test pilln to ensure EPA:also notes that itsinterpretapon o~
determination'ofwhether the repositorY that in-situ testing at the WIPP was .' "no migration'! was recently,;upheld .iIi·a
is or is not suited for long-term disposal, necessary to demonstrate long-teim no decision on the underground injecii(jn'
since the results ofthe experiments' .. migration and that the sp.epif'j,c tests to well rules by the u.s. Co'iltt ofAppeals ' .:, .. '... ', .:, '
perfor~ed. during the test phase will be .cc;mducted wpuld be suffipient.::, ',. for the.:Districtof Columbia.' (NRD.G Vo: '. .'
hellPl' quan~ify gas generation 'rateil; :8.;, AltholugliEPA, h

d
.ascommEfntthedth0IJ: OqE's EP4 'N'a.Slip;·Op.(D.C.Cir.:;l99f)).) Ip ... ' ...we as identify different mitigative: test p an, EPA isagrees wi . ese h'a'" th . t: ..' d EPA'

measures if the rates prove comm.ente~s on t.he. type·of..EPA.revi~w t l~'" eClsujll, e olll'taccepte . . .s. ...
. .. . ·arglinient that "00 migration of" 0'..

tmacceptable. 'that is neces!lary. dn the. basis o£its... hazardoJis ~onstit1.l.ents *> *for· as l(iQ~'(:
F. Co.nditiolial Determination' ni.view,EPAhas conqlug;~d thatD(jE?s :as the·wa.ste remains hazardQus~'may '"

test plan is weU 4esign~d~nd the festii1g. be rend,toniean no n'rlgrat~qnof' < '

Several commenters took issue' with. will yield important infoJ:lIllitip~on ,the· .c'oitstih!ents above hazardous. (o.r. .
EPA's "cond,itional" approach ini,ta: long~term performanc~ of Uie repository.. . 'health-l?ased)ievels; As ,a result, 'm>A ..
proposed decision~ EPA'S proposed.. EPA,liowevE!.~!:hasnot. a/Jd, b~li~v~s tha,t has deoided loretainthe ..same standard "

, determination was based.pn: (l)-The. it should notfonnally ana,lyzeDOE'sin-' iilits'fiihildecision on the W.. ·.IPP- :' '.' .
finding thathazardous constituents' ., .situ testing .aftheWIPP to determine" . '.
woUld not migrate from the disposal unit whether it is necessary of suffiCient. niter. petition. . . .
during the test period. and (2) the· it does not believe such an analYsists . 'H.'iJefiz:;tio~ ofUnitBouiJ.{jary
requirement that POE remove the waste within the scope of ano~mi.8rCl.ticin. . In: todaY·'afind.ing,EP..,A haS. slightly·...
at the conclusion ofthe testperiod review. As l~ngasDOE can' \ d fi . '?£..... d . I
unless it could demonstrate that there demonstrate.that hazardous constituents modifiedits.e mition·o ".116. isposa . ,:
would be nO migration over the long-. will not migrate froni the disposal unit. it unit boundary in respcinl!~ to:·p~b.lic.··, • ..'.'
term. Accox:ding to commenters, th~s is legally entitled to place prohibited . conunents. In the propospJ•.El:lAd,efined ','
approach is inconsistent with the' . waste in the WIPP, There-is'nothing in the i.uiitboundary (or point or., ".,' .": . .".:
statute, which requires a finding that the statute that further compels a '.... '. compfiaric.el fQJ:,groundwatermigration,
hazardous g~mstituentswill not migrate petitioner to demonstrate that placement as.the Salado Formation, laterally,. ..,
from the unit as· long as the waste . in the tinit'is "necessary.'" bounded by the limjtsof·the fo~-mileby.
remains hal';ardous~The commenters four-mile land withdrawal area. For air
argued that, under the statutory G. Definition ofNo Migration emissions during operations of the. .
standard, DOE should be required to' Sections 3004 (d){1). (e)(l), and (gl(5}' WIPP,EPA defined the unit.boundary as

. demonstrate that hazardous waste ofRCRAstati'l that land'dispQsaJis" .' the p'ointwhere the. air shaft met: the :.
petmanentlyplace in the repository prohibited, unless "it has been ,. .: '''. l!mfaee.. ':. . .; .'/. . . ...
would not migrate fro'm the unit before demonstrated to the. Adlllinistfiltor, to' a 'Nu~rous' iJominentera expressed ;:..; ,

. DOE cOl.\ld place any waste'" .reasonable degree of certainty, that' .. concern'about .the· extent.of ,the unit .
underground; even temporar.i!y. EPA, . there will be no migration of hazardous· .. , boundary. fOf groundwater. arguing that
however, continues to believe that its constituents from the disposal unit or it might:.allow broad areas of ,...... ,
proposed approach is c.onsistent with injection zone a~ long as'. the waste contamination underground;. they. ,
the statute and has Iiotamended its:. . remains hazardous." In its pr~posecl:no- .objected to EPAarguinglhat there' ..
finding. .. '. :'. '. migration decision on the WIPP;EPA would be no migration from'the unit

As commenters point out, RCRA . adopted the same interPretation of this . even if the hazardous constituents i,: .
specifies that 'hazardous constituents . standard as it had in its no~migration: moved up to two miles laterally; Several
must not migrate from the unftJor as regulations for underground injection' .commen!ers suggested that ,the unit .
long as the waste remains hazardous. wells; that is, the Agency interpreted the . boundary in n() case should be gre'ater .
The phrase. "Crom'the·unit" is a'key standard to prohibit the migration of than the mined repository,and should
element of this standard. If the waste is hazardous constituents in . . probab~y be less, One group of
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14 The Agency notes that TRAMPAC also sets
limtts on the thermal wattage, i.e.• decay heat of
individual waste containers to control the rate of
generation of hydrogen gas l:iY,radlolysis (DOE.
Safety Analysis Report for the TRUPACT-ll
Shipping Package,Appendix 1,3.7. revision 2, June
1989),

,. The Agency notes that the WIPP-WAC also
place restrictions on the total quantity of fissile
material In a waste container to ensure criticality
safety.. '

.6 See the conclusions In the Sandia' National
Laboratory memorandum from Slezak and Lappin to
Marcer and Fredrickson, January 5, 1990.

the accumulation of flammable gases
prior to shipment to the 'WIPP, as
specified in "TRUPACT-II Authorized
Methods for Payload Control"
[TRAMPAC}.14 EPA suggested that
these requirements, in conjunction with
the maintenance of general ventilation
in the underground repository, make the
possibility of fire. or explosion extremely
unlikely.15

EPA continues to believe that a fire or
explosion is unlikely. It acknowledges,
however, the concerns of commenters
that flammable gases could build up in
waste containers, creating a fire and
explosion hazard. The Agency has .
reanalyzed the available information
and has concluded that the accidental
ignition offlammable'gases in waste
containers cannot be ruled out, given the
available data on waste '
characterization. At the same time, EPA
has concluded that spontaneous
combustion within as individual waste
container, i.e., without an ignition
source, is not credible. 16

Were a fire or explosien to occur as a
result of accidental ignition of
flammable gases in the void space of a
waste container, retrieval could become
more difficult, should retrieval be
necessary.,Moreover, such an event
could itself cause migration of
hazardous constituents above health
based levels beyond the unit boundary,
For these reasons, EPA has conclvded
that no waste contaiQer should be
emplaced in the underground repository

,If it contains flammable mixtures of .
gases in any layer of confinement, or
mixtures of gases that could become
flammable when'mixed with air. To '
assure a. sufficient margin of safety, EPA
considers any mixture to be potentially
flammable if it exceeds 50 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL) of the
mixture in air.

EPA, consequently, is requiring DOE
to ensure that individual waste -
containers have met the prohibition of
flammable gases. DOE must implement
this provision by testing each waste
drum or individual container for '
hydrogen, methane, and volatile organic
compounds (VOCsl as a class. EPA is

confining material surrounding ,the
porous formation into which the waste
is actually injected. Similady,EPA .
believes it is;appropriate to consider at
least aportion-of the confining salt at
the. WIPP as ipart of the unit.

Ciritics ofj"wA's proposed definition
of the WlPP pni,t suggested no
alternative b~undaries,other than
somewhere within' the furthest extent ,of
the mined area.As discussed above,
EPAhas rejected this alternative. In the
absence of any rationale for an ,
intermediate'boundary between the'
mined area~nd the proposed boundary,
EPA has dec~ded to retain the proposed
approach. EBA emphasizes that the
WIPP unit, w;tder this definition,is fully
isolated from the surrounding
environmentl Ifwaste remains within
the unit boundary, no meaningful
movement or waste will have occurred,
and no contamination of ground-w:ater
resources will result. Further, although
there will undoubtedly be some lateral
migration of ¢ontaminated material
along inarker:beds within the salt .
formation"aU proje,ctions indicate that
this migratioI'/- will be very limited, in no
way approaching the boundaries of the
unit. [The mOllt likely route of migration,
instead. would be up the closed shafts to
overlying formations.) Therefore,
extensive underground'movement of
waste is not expected. regardless of the
definition of tlnit.

In the. case iof air migration, EPA:
recognizes thM-itf!proposed dermition
caused some :confusion. To address
commenters' poncerns,EPA has
amended the unit deflnltionfor air
during operations, placirm the boundary
at the top of the Salado Formation. The
issue of where DOE should monitor to '
demonstrate compliance at that point, ,
however, is a:differentquestion. (See
section IV.B.a for a discussion of this
point) .

.l Waste Cha;'Gcterization '.
I

1~ Flammability
In evaluating the potential for release

ofhazardous ~onstituEmts in its
proposed decision, EPA considered the
potentialfor fP'e and explosion at the
WIPP. The Agency noted that the Waste
A,cceptance Oriteria (WIPP-WAC)
prohibits explosives and compressed
gases in TRU Wastes and requires that
pyrophoric materials be rendered safe '
by mQdng them with chemically stable

, materials. suc~ as concrete or 'glass, or
be processed to render them '.
nonhazardous. In ad4ition, the Nuclear
RegUlatory C~minissi~n requires that all
waste contain;el'fi be equipped with one
or more carbQll composite filters .
designed to prevent pressure buildup or

commenters also pointed to what they ,
believed was an inConsistency between
the unit boundary for air and,for
groundwater. They argued that !he unit
boundary should be the same in both
r,ases and that the unit boundary for air,

, therefore. should be no farther than the
top of the Salado. After reviewing these
r.omments, EPA has decided to retain its '
definition of the lateral boundary of the
unit (I.e.. the boundary of the land
withdrawal area within ~e Salado
Formation), but to derme the boundary
fo,r air emissions as the top of the Salado
Formation. .

'EPA has rejected commenters
suggestion that the unit boundary be
dermed as the mined area (or some
smaller area). & the,Agency explained
in detail in its proposed rmding, it
believes that, in the context of a
geological repository, some credit
should be given for the surrounding
formation in which a,waste is placed.
The purpose of placing waste in a
geologic repository is to isolate it from
the general environment; it is not to
prevent anymovement of waste,
however slight. within that formation. In
fact. some lateral movement of waste
into the aurrounding formation can be
an inevitable, and desirable, aspect of
repository performance-as it is fu the
case of the WIPP. A no-migration
standard that prohibited any lateral
movement would run counter to the
concept ofa geological repository,
without providing for any additional
environmental protection or protecting
against any meaningful release.

In taking this general position, E,PA
believes that it is being consistent with
the Intent ofCongress, for example, as
expressed in the Senate Report on the
1984 HSWA amendments~ "In
detennining appropriate confinement
from which migration shall not be
allowed to occur, the term disposal unit
or injection zones should bE;! construed
• <. · In terms of the overall, integrity of
the disposal practice, keeping in mind,
in particular, the potential for . .
conta~inlltion of ground-water or
surface water resources" (S. Rep. No.
284 98th Congo 1st Sess. at 15). Wastes
confined to the boundaries of the unit,
all defined in EPA's final determination,
would remain more than 1,000 feet from
the nearest unconfined ground water.
EPA also notes that its position is
consistent with the recent court decision
on it. no-migration roles for
underground injection wans. (NRDCy.
EPA No. Slip. Cp. (D.C. Cit. 1990).) In
this decision, the court supported EPA's
position that the tcnn injection zone
(whk:h for underground injection wells
is analogous to the unit) includes



11 EPA notes that DOE intends to open· up and
,disassemble thl! d",ms selei;ted for the bin-scale
tests' for visual inspection. Therefore. this
requirement should not increase radiation exposure
to workers.
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establishing this condition because it considerble data on radiolysisrates for 2. RCRAConstituents,', 0"

does not judge available,process various materials in TRUw8.stes. POE "in itsprop6sal, EPA e,xpressed some
knowledge to be sufficiently reliable or used such data in its ap~ication to the, 'concern with,~equality of the .Wilste ' .
accurate to allow a determination on the Nuclear Regulatory COnullissidn for a characterization data provided by D,OE
flammability hazard of individual wastecertiflcate of compliance for the in support of its petition. However,gi:ven :;;
packages. • TRUPACT-II shipping package to the nature of thl! wastes, the safety .; ','

EPA recognizes that headspace testing determine the length of time awaste margins between predicted ,emission ;.' ,.'
of every drum or individual container on drum must.aspirate(i.e."vent) before it· . levels and health-based levels, arid ,: ..
a continuing basis may'pose a can be shipped after retrieval from required controls ~n air emissions, EPA- '
significant burden on DOE. Without· storage.1S Similarly, EPA'isiequiririg concluded that the information provided

' sufficient data, however, EPA feels DOE to determine, anddocumerit, the hy DOE (based primarily upon process:
compelled to require that DOE conduct . . b h h dlength of time during w ic ea s.pace. lmowledge)was Suffi.Cl.·ent to:testing, given the potential' b I
consequences of a fire or explosion. gases can be expected to remain e oW',de'~onstrate, to areascinable'degree of;
Once sufficient data have been flammable levels (i.e., 50percenl of the certahity, n:omigration:of.hazardons ,.
collected, however, EPA will consider, . mixture LEL) after sampling has, been constituents during the test 'phase; Many.
the extent to which continued testing is' performed, f,or both newly gep.erated t'iommenters, nevertheless, criticized the.
necessary. Test data may well show and retrievably stored wastes, slid,to . quality, and'completenessofDOE'S . '. ' ,
that flammable gases are only present'at ,. ensure that waste containers are . waste 'characterization information'and,
levels well below the lower explosive emplaced at the WIPPWithiD. that time.. , DOE's approach to:waste ., ",' :.: ". "
limit,·either for certain wastes (e.g., If testing reveals the presence of .' 'characterization. Several conimenters'
TRUCON content code or item significant levels of flammable VOCs, , noted the critical role playedQY waste ','
description code) or from particular, ' an explicit flame test must be performed characterization in the. prediction of no ,
generating sites. If the test data in fact to determine if a flammable mixture can . migi-l'ltiQn .anq stressed that,EPA nee,ded
show that rio fiJ,'e or explosion hazard be formed with air. Aineri.c€l1~ Society ac()urate' '!Naste descriptions; ~uPPQrted

. exists, DOE should submit the data to for Testing and Materials (ASTM) , ,.' .by detailed'analysis, to eval~ate:the,
EPA and request that the testing Method E 681-85, "ConcentrationLiini,ts poteIitial'~~onmen:tal impacts of waste,
requirement be modified,accordingly. of Flanunability of Chemicals," or . ' dispo·s?l;In·responding tothE1se ..
Any change in the terins of this ' l' bl th d comments, EPA has differentiated .
condition will be made under the equiva ent, are,accepta . etest me 0 s. between short-term issues, (releyant to ....

h Significant levels of flanun!lble VOCs . today's decI'slon ror the test phase) and'procedures of 40 CFR 268,6(e)"whic . di t db d ' , ~,
d are m c.a e y measure ,long-term I'ssues (relevant to a'decision ,include public notice an opportunity "tr ti ( 1 d' . th .). f .

for comment. , concef! a ons excu mg-me . ane. 0 , for theoperational and post-closure ,
EJ:>Ais also requiring that headspace 500 parts per million or greater, .as. phases, sllould POE submit a petition :"

1· b .. t t" f th t' propane, as determined by ga,s '." , ror·thes'" phases). " ','!lamp mg e J;'epresen a lve 0 e en Ire ~, .,
void space ·Qf the waste container. chromatography,and flame ionization a. Short~termissues. :Many of the ~ ,
Initially, thll Agency believes that each, detection (GC/Fill) or of 500 parts,per , commenter.s expressed concern with the,
individuallayer ofconfinementwithin million or greater, by volume, as .'. Agency's accept8f!ceof waste:., . '
the'container will have to be sampled, determined bygas chroma,tographyand, . characterization data based.primarily'
given the limited data available for .' massspecttometry (GC/MS.) 19'If upon process knowledge. Commenters
inner bags. EPA. however, expects that . testing .shows that VOCs are ' stated that. in the case ofthe WIPP, .
once DOE accllll1ulates enough data, it' . insignificant, i.e., below 500 parts: per wastecharacteriza~ionrequirements
may be able to 'show that for most . million; the lower explosive limit of the ' have,not been. met. ,.. " .
package configurations in which bags mixture maybe determined from the, . ., 'EPA disa~eeswith the,c(,mmenters'
are twisted and taped, similar hivels of lower explosive limits of methane and position that DOE's waste" ,

, flammable gases will be found in all hydrogen using the Le Chatelier formula characterization infotmationis. "
layers of cQnfinement,17 However, it is as follows: If LELlI and LEk are the insufficent for.a no-migration". ,
anticipated that the occurrence of l~wer explosive limits of hydrogl;ln and. determination for the test. phase. DOE's .
detectable quantities offree liquids, as methane, resepctively, and Ci'and(4, analysis ofthe.wastes'incuded an
determined !:iy real-time radiography of are the measured concentrations of . evaluation of the materials and .
vis~al inspection, will coniinueto hydrqgen and mj:lthane, respectively, processes from which.the wastes were
indicate the need to sample the layer in expressed as volume percent, then if the generated as,well'as aCQIal chemical, '
which it occurs, unless DOE can fraction,Ci/LEtt and Cz/LELz sum to 0,5 analysis of the wastes.. In the former'
demonstrate otherwise. . . or greater, themixtur~ is cOIJ:sideredtocas,e; DOE pr.ov.ided flow diagrams an!i

EPA also believes that testinS of . be flammable whj:lnmixedwith air. 20 ' narrative descriptions of the processes
wastes that exhibit high rates 'of ' that generated alU28 of-the identified
radiolysis should be conducted within a waste Content Codes as well as an

, relatively short time period ofwhen the . IS DOE. TRUPACT-II Ct1ntentCod~s(TRUCONj. identification of the RCRA hazardous
,container js actually plliced ' ~~~~~:I;:::~P~e;:~;~~ ~t~:':~;'~1 DOE. constituents used· in the process. DOE
underground. Otherwise, hydrogen Shipping Package. Appendix 1.3.7. Revision 2. June also provided estimated concentrations,
levels could build up to flammable 1989,' ,. '.for each ,of the hazardous,.constituents .
levels following sample collection .and . ,. For pUrposes 'of determining concentration e.xpected, in the wastes. This was , 0,

1 ' DOE h' 1 t d levels using GC/MS. only noncombustibleana YSIS. as accumu a e , ' I f desl'gne'd· to be ·a. conserv.ati.ve. 'compounds may be excluded from ilie sU11! tota 0

non-methane voc. e.g., carbon tetrachloride; , characterization, in which it w~s
tetrachloroethylene, chloroform. and bromoform., ' 'as.sumed that any hazarqous· ,'; "
. 20 The lower explosive limits ofhYQr()gep and'" constitUents that were used in a process

. methane ate 4.0 and 5.0 percent. respectively. in air' b' hi' t
[Bureau of Mine~. "Flammability'Characteristics of ' w~uld· e present in·t e. resl,l tIng was e,
Combustible Gases and Vapors," Bulletin 627. 19.651: . stream; regardless of known physical
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processes that would reduce the .
likelihood that the constituents would in
fact be present (e.g., volatilization). EPA
notes tbat no comments were received
indicating that wastes from the
processes described by DOE would be
expected to be compositionally different

, from the DOE-estimated compositions.
The bulk of the analytical data

presented by DOE to colToborate the
conclusions of the above-described
characterization were focused on the
only viable route of release during the
test phase-namely, ·through the air. For
this characterization. DOE provided
result. from over 200 headspace
ahalyses, representing all four of the
identified waste types; these samples
were analyzed for numerous gases,
including nine organics. Other analyses
for which results were reported included
Toxicity Characteristic and Extraction
Procedure leaching tests, total volatiles,
and total metals. While these analyses
were not typically conducted on all four
of the waste types, EPA notes that these
tests are not directly relevant for
characterizing the most likely route of
release during the period that is subject
to today'll decision [i.e., the test phase).

Additionally, EPA in its proposal
considered the "safety margin" .
indicated by calculations of air
emissions. That is, even if the
concentrations of hazardous
constituents 'were significantly
underestimated, the no-migration
standard would still be met during the '
test phase.sl Additional assurances are
provided by the air monitoring systems
that will be operated to allow detection
of emissions. Balled upon the safety
margin indicated by these factors;· the
Agency concludes that the level of '
wute characterization is acceptable for
the test phase. Nevertheless. to ensure
that the wastes to be used in the
binscalc tests are similar in composition
to those described in the no-migration
petition. EPA is requiring that DOE test
the headspace of the wastes shipped to
the WIPP (as a measure of the waste
constituents' propensity to migrate
through air) and compare th~ results to
the values provided in DOE's no
migration petition. This comparison
must be conducted and the waste must
be found to be compositionally similar
before the waste can be sent to and
emplaced in the WIPP; if the waste is
not similar to the estimated
concentratians provided in the no
migration petition. the waste cannot be
shipped to the WIPP unless it is

aa 'Thlt aaraly factor lllUUme1l Ihalan explosivity
Iw:ardla not present. To eNUre against such a
huard, EPA placed an additional condition on the
decl.lon (&ClllecUon IV.B.7].

,
modified com.~ositionally, such that it is
compositionally similar. Thfil details of
this comparisop. are described in section
IV.B.7.b oftodl;lY's notice.'

Other commimters stated that, to the
extent that DO~has provided any
laboratory,ana ysis of wastes intended
for the WIPP. i, is solely headspace '
analysis [i.e.• apalysis o,f the~ ,
constituents' concentrations in ,the air
under the lid of the drum) used as a.I .
surrogate for tl}e waste in the drum.
These commenters maintained that
headspace ana~ysis, while extremely
useful for homogeneOUs phases, is
limited. at best; for analyzing ,
heterogeneous Iwastes such as those
intended for th¢ WIPP. In the opinion of
these commenters, headspace analysis
is unreliable af! a surrogate for direct
analysis of liqU;ids and solids in ~ms
due to uneven partitioning of
constituents. '

The Agency recognizes that there are
limitations on t;he utility of headspace
analysis as a surrogate for analysis of '
waste composition. Certainly headspace
analysis is not~ppropriatefor all
evaluations for, all waste types. In some
cases, howeveJ;, headspace analysis is
the most relev~ntmeasurement. For
purposes of the test-phase ,
dete~ination. ~eadspace analysis is
primarily used~ the evalua~ion of gas
generation and; explosivity hazards.
Since it is the composition of the gas
that is of concept, analysis of the " .
headspace [i.e., the actually evolved
gas) is the most appropriate parameter
to consider. If doncentrations in the
waste were used for the explosivity
evaluation. the [composition of the
evolved gas would 'be modeled. or
predicted, rather than actually .
measured. I,

I •

EPA agrees with the'commenters'
conCerns regarding the validity of ~
single headspa'~ sample (under the lid)
as representative of potentially evolved
gases from heterogeneous wastes. This
is especially prpblematic when the
drums contain several inner layers of
confinement. as do the drums that will

, be emplaced in! the WIPP•. Specifically,
questions existas to 'whether the
headspace ben~ath the lid is ,
compositionally different .from the
headspace in the inner layers. ,EPA is
addressing this issue in the context of
the testing condition related to '

, headspace analysis. In that cQnditio.n.
EPA is requiring that DOE take
representative *amples of thE! headspace
(which may re~uire. in some cases. for
DOE to take samples from inner bags)
and analyze them to confirm its
assertion that the headspace .beneath

I.

the,lid is. in fact, representative of the
total evolved gas ~ithin the drums.

EPA also agrees thatheadspace
analysis is not a suitable surrogate for
direct analyses of the waste for . '
purposes of evaluations where the total
composition is a factor. However, for
volatile organic constitutents, EPA
believes that headspace analysis can be
'a useful tool for determining whether the
constituents are' present. That is. if a
volatile constituent is present in the
waste, it is reasonable to assume that it
will also be present in the headspace.
Accordingly, results from headspace
analyses were used to confirm the
presence of volatile hazardous
constituents, not to quantify their
concentrations in the wastes.

Several comment~r8 argued that
DOE's quality assurance/quality control
of waste characterization data was
deficient. Others noted that DOE had
been unable. to provide adequate
sampling plans and sample handling
procedures for analytical work. EPA
raisedsfmilar concerns with DOE's
procedures. but, for the reasons
described in the proposal and further
elaborated upon above, the Agency has
concluded that the data are sufficient for
the test phase demonstration. At the
same time, EPA advises DOE that it
expects additional analytical data to
support a long-term demonstrati0!1:.
where. significantly greater quantities of
waste are involved and routes of
possible migration are not limited to
release of.volatiles to the air during
operations. .

b. Long-term issues. EPA notes that
the ~'safety margin" for the long-term
showing (i.e., the operational and post
closure phases) has not been
determined. For. that reason, the Agency
believes that additional waste
characterization data are needed to
reduce the uncertainties before a
.decision on a long-term no-migration
determimition can be made. EPA,
however. has decided not to make such
testing a condition of today's decision,
because the collection of such data is
not relevant to the decision during the
test phase; EPA, however, expects DOE
to.develop and implement waste
characterization plans. including
appropriate sample'collection,
preservation. and analytical procedures,
that will allow a demonstration of the
extent to which the test phase wastes
are representativ:e of the other wastes
from the ten generating sites and that
allows greater precision in estimating
potential for long-term migration (e.g.,
through routes such as grmmd wat~r). If
such data are not collected. EPA wIll not
be in a position to approve a no-
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migration petition for the operational
and post-closure phases, if DOE submits
such a petition. EPA's expectations
related to these data are presented in
Section IV.B.7.b of today's notice.

Many commenters expressed
concerns regarding the extent to which
the wastes that will be used for the test
phase are representative of the other
wastes thatDOE wishes to emplace at
the WIPP during the operational phase.
It was stated by many commenters that,
for the test phase, adequate waste
characterization is vital to assure that
tests will be performed on
representative wastes. Commenters
pointed out that almost 70 percent of the
wastes proposed for storage do not yet
exist. They asked what controls and
safeguards were in place to ensure that
these future wastestreams are
adequately represented by existing
wastes.

The Agency agrees with commenters'
concern that the use of representative
wastes in the test phase will be critical
to tlie success of any DOE no-migration
petition for the later (operational and
post-closure) phases. More specifically,
the test-phase wastes must be ..
sufficiently representative of the other
wastes that DOE wishes to emplace at
the WIPP to allow extrapolation of data
from the test-phase experiments to the
behavior of the other wastes. 22 This
issue is, in fact, the basis for the
selection of wastes that will be used in
the test phase experiments. The
selection process will be based upon
those pa,rameters that contribute to gas
generation and is designed to identify
wastes that represent the spectrum of
expected valu.es for those parameters.
Since waste seledion and .
characterization, as part of the' design of
the experiments, is the responsibility of
DOE, EPA believes that it is DOE's
responsibility to establish and
implement procedures to demonstrate
that the wastes are, in fact. sufficiently
representative.

Many commenters also argued that
EPA's proposed decision did not clearly
establish whether all waste analysis
data would be provided to EPA prior to
emplacement of any waste or whether
the data would be provided
increm(lntally as waste is being
emplaced. These commenters stated
that they had serious concerns if the
Agency is proposing to allow DOE to

22 It should be noted that. if one or more wastes
that are generated at any of the POE sites are not
"represented" by the test wastes. these wastes
could not be sent to the WIPP without further
evaluation. However, this would not invalidate the
tesling for all other wastes that are generated at the
ten DOE siles and are represented by the test
wastes.

provide waste analysis data
simultaneously with waste
emplacement. They argued that waste
analysis should be provided to the
Agency not only before the waste is put
into the 'ground. but before EPA can
make a decision about a no-migration
variance. :I'hey believed that this
condition would allow EPA .
independently to asses the quality of the
data. In the opinion of SOme
commenters, delivering waste analysis
information while the waste was "riding
the Carlsbad elevators" would
essentially render EPA's independent
technical review of the data
inconsequential.

EPA is not requiring that DOE submit
the analytical data on the test waste for
EPA review before the test wastes are'
emplaced. Much of the analytical work .
to be conduoted by DOE is related. to the
eventual demonstration of no-migration
over the long term. Sin<;:e EPA will
evaluatli! these data as part of any
subseql,lent petition for the later phases,
EPA disagrees with the commenters'
statement that this evaluation will be
"inconsequential." Rather, it will be a
critical element of that evaluation.

EPA, however, is requiring DOE
during the test phase to .evaluate
headspace data before waste is placed
in the repository, as described earlier.
For I;!xample, DOE must evaluate the
explosivity-related testing before.
shipping test wastes to Ute WIPP.
Similarly, DOE milst compare the
analytical results of newly conducted
headspace analyses to the Wll.ste
characterization data in the no
migration petition before the waste is
emplaced in the underground repository.
Because the standards for both the
flammability and the RCRA constituent
analyses are objective and .
straightforward, EPA does not believe
that Agency review of the data before
placement is necess;iry.

The flammability and.RCRA
constituent requirements, described in
det;iil in section IV.B.7, will address
many of the commenters' concerns with
the accuracy of the data. These
requirementswill also ensure that the
wastes emplaced during the test phase
are. in fact, the wastes characterized by
DOE in the petition and evaluated by
the Agency and the public.

I Retriev.abi1ity

Commj;lnters also raised concerns
about whether waste would-ever be
retrieved from the WIPP if it were
placed in the repository, regardless of
the technical feasibility of retrieval.
Some questioned DOE's commitment to
retrieval, even if the WIPP site proved

47119

unacceptable. Others.argued that, even
if DOE were willing to remqve the • . ..
waste. no other site would accept it. and
therefore the waste would not be
retrieved. Several commenters.argued
that DOE should identify a permitted
site ready to receive retrieved waste
before any waste should be allowed
underground.

EPA believes that it has placed
adequate safeguards in today's
determination to ensure that DOE in fact
removes the hazardous waste from the
repository, if it cannot demonstrate the
repository's long-term acceptability.
Condition 3 in Section VI of today's
determination explicitly requires
retrieval of wastes if DOE cannot .
demonstrate compliance with the
stl;lndards of 40 CFR Part 268 before the
expiration of the petition approval.
Failure on the part of DOE 'to remove
wastes under these circumstances
would constitute a violation of the terms
of EPA's determination, leading to
possible enforcement action by EPA. In
addition. citizens could sue DOE under
section 7002 to enforce retrieval of 
waste from the repository.

Because of this condition. EPA has not
found it necessary to require DOE to
identify a specific site where waste
retrieved from the WIPP would be .

. stored, or to require that a permit be
granted for storage of retrieved waste
before any waste is placed underground.
Furthermore, EPA questionll whether
any such condition would be useful,
given that wastes would probably not
be removed (if removal proved . .
necessary) for a five-to-ten year period.
Current predictions on the best storage
site for the waste' up to ten years in the
future would be at best open to .
question. and valuable permitting.
resources would be expended on a site
that might never receive the waste.

K. Human Intrusion

Commenters generally accepted that
DOE could maintain institutional
controls over the test period to preclude
human intrusion. 'One group of
commenters. however, argued thatEPA
must consider the possible effects of
human intrusion in the distant future
before allowing the placement of any
waste for testing. These commenters
expressed particular concern about

. potential mineral resources at the WIPP
site, and the possibility that knowledge
of the site would disappear after .

. decommissioning. Other commenters.
argued that permanent markers should
be erected at the WIPP site once the
facility is closed. and information
regarding the type and location of the
markers should be published.
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JWA gonerally believes ,that the issue, (3) All was~es placed in the WIPP

of human intrusion is a long-term ' Il).ust be remo1ved if POE cannot
question,not relevant to the sh~rt-term demonstrate compliance wjth 14e '
operation of the WlPP during the test standards of~ CFR 268.6, before ,the
and operational phases. In ~e'short.:,exJ?irationofithispetition approval, with
term, DOE management of the site and' respect to permanent disposal ofIl).ixed

. RCRA permit controls will ensure ' waste in the repository. DOE must
limited access. Long-term issues would, submit,a detaIled schedule for retrieval
be addressed at the time a petition is ,of the waste, ~cluding times for
considered'for permanent disposal. For, completing retriev,al as quickly as "
this reason, EPA disagrees with ' reasonablyf~i1.sible,no laferthan six
cominenters who argue that it must 'months after a determination that the
consider human intrusion in the distant repository caJ.mot meet standards for
future before allowing any t,esting at,the long-term disposal under ~o CFR 268.6 or'
WIPP. six month,s before the 'expiration ,of this
•More generally, EPA believes that, in petition approval, 'whichever occurs'

the context of RCRA no-migration fIrst., 'I' ' , '"

decisions, it should address the question (4) All wastes placed'in the WIPP
of human intrusion by considering the must be placed in a'readilyretrievable
likelihQod of the intrusion, and imposing manner, as dEiscribed in section iV.B.4 of
controls to mak'e such intrusions this notice.' , ',' , '
unlikely. EPA agrees that permanent '(5) DOE mtist install and operate a
markers will be necessary (in fact, they carbon adsorption device designed. to
are reqUired under 40 CFR part 191 achieve a control effiCiency of 95 '
subpart B) and that information on the percent in'the, discharge,system of the
markers ,should be published. These" b~e:xperiment rooms. DOE must,
issues will be addressed in any no- monitor the control device outlet.
migration decision alloWing permanent airstream in accordance with the,
disposal. monitoring plan described in section

In its final determination, EPA has IV;K of EPA'siproposed decision (55 FR .
removed one proposed condition related 13089) as ame:nded ·by section IV.B.7 of
to human intrusion. In the proposal, EPA today's notice~and it must maintain, '
required that "DOE certify to EPA that it design and op~ratingrecords as ,
has secured control of the entire surface. described in s~ction.IV.'lofEPNs

and subsurface estate at-the W1PP s~te,'" proposed decisioit. as amended by ,
Thli1 condition is nOw moot,'becaus~, sectionIV.B.6ioU6day's,notice; Records'
DOE has now securedconti'olover'all ., must b'e m'aintainedat the WIPPfacility
oil and gas and mineral leases 'at the ' 'for the term of this deter,miliatlon or for
site. EPA has placed documentation of .," three Yflars after they are created. ",' ,
this fact in the l'ecord for this' ' whichever Is lbnger. Records '~ust also
rulemaking. Thus, because the condition bemaintliined during the course orany
has been satisfied, EPA has ~opped if enforcement actions for which they are
from its fmal determination. releva'nt;. '

. (6) DOE must implement the air
VI. Conditions of No-Migration' monitoring plan described in sllction' .
Detcnnlnation IV.K of EPNslproPQsed decision, (55FR '

As a condition of granting DOE's no- 13089), as amended in 'section IV.B.7'of
migration petition, EPA is requiring that today's notice. Records,mustbe
the following conditions by met by DOE: ' maintained at, the.WIPP facility for (he
, (1) No wastes subject to this term of this determination or for three

determination may be placed in the years after they are creat~d, whic~ever
WlPP repository for purposes other than is longer: Records.must !Je maintained
testing or experimentation to determine during, the cou:rse of any enforcement
the long-term acceptability ofthe W1PP; action for which they are relevant~.

In accordance With 40 eFR 268.6(e),· , (7) ConditiOnS relating to waste '
DOE must notify EPA before it conducts analysis: " ' ,
Bny testing or experimentation not . (a) DOE must ensure that ea.ch waste'
within the scope of the "WlPP T~st container emplaced underground at the
Phase Plan: Performance Assessment." WlPP has no l/iyeT of confinement which
Aprlll990 (DOE/WIPP 89-{)11, Revision . contains flampable mixtures of.gases or
0), as further explained in S~ctllJn. mixtures of ga,ses that qould become
JV.B.l of this notice. Placement of waste " flamn'lable wh'en mixed with air. This
for thp purpose of conducting an prohibition mtist be implemented by"
operations demonstratiop is prohibited. ,analytical tesUng of a representative

(2) Wastes placed in the repository 'sample of heaaspace'gases from each
may not exceed 8,500 drums or 1 percent waste drum o~ individual container, as
of the total capacity of the repository. as described i1;1 se6t10n IV.B.7..a.and V.F.l.a
currently planned. . of today's notice.

" ,I

'(b) DOE must analyze ll'epJ.:esentative
samples of the headspaces of containers
to ,be llsedjn the bin-scale test and
compare the,se results to the estimated
compositions provided in its petition for

, eiich waste type, as detailed i~ IV.B.7.b
oUoday's notice. If the waste is not
compositionally similar, as defined in
Tables 2 and 3 in IV.B.7.b, that waste
cannot be shipped to the WlPP·untiIthe
waste has been treated or modified such
that it is compositionally similar to the
estimates provided'in the no'-migration
petition. In addition, as prescribed In
IV.B.7.b, DOE mustdemonstrate the
comparability of bin-scale wastes to
'~astes described in I)OE's petition
before placing waste in the WlPP for the
alcove tests.

.(c) Waste analysis records must be
maintained for the terin of.this '
determination or for three years after
generation, whichever is longer. Records
,must also be maintained during the
course of any enforcement action for
which they are relevant; The records

,may be maintained at.,the generating site
or at the WIPP facility. ,"

(8) DOE must provide tlO the EPA
Office of Solid Waste anel EPA Region ,
VI annual written reports on the status
of DOE's performance assessment
during the test phase. These reports
must include: A description of the tests
to date and their results. lnodifications'
to the test 'plan. a summary of DOE's '
current understanding of the repository's
performance. waste chal'act.ilrization
datil from pte-test waste,
characterization"and an annual
sUII].mary of air monitoring data required
in Item ,6 above. ,

, Beyond these specific conditions, the
, wastes placed by DOE in the WIPP and
DOE's activities under this variance

,must be consistent with those described
in the petition. Under § 268.6(e), DOE
must notify EPA of "any changes in
conditions at the unit and/or
environment that significantly depart
from the conditions described in the
v;aria:nce .and affect the potential for
migration of hazardous' constituents

, from the unit * ** .".Ifthe change is '
planned; EPA must·benotified in writing'
30 days in advance of the change; if it is
unplanned.."EPA must be ,notifIed within'
ten days. '

Under § 268.6(f),if DOE determinEls '
that there has been migrati9n of
hazardous constituents from the ,
repository in violation of part 268, it
must suspend receipt of prohibited
wastes at the urilt and notify, EPA
within ten days of the determination.
Within60.days, EPAisrequired to
determined whether DOE may continue
to receive prohibited waste in the unit
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and whether the variance should be
revoked.' "

FiJ;lally,under§ 268.6(h), the term of
today's petition approval runs for ten
years, that. is until November, 14, 2000.

Dated: October'3i. 1990.
DonR.Clay, .
Assistal(ltAdministratorfor SoiidWaste Q/id
Emergency Response.' '
{FR poc: 90-26836 Filed 11-13-90;8:45 am]
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